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XU'sWalker
named Dean
BY LORAINE CROUCH
News Feature Editor

Dr. Janice Walker will become
the first woman to head the College
of Arts and Sciences, the university
announced late last week.
Walker began teaching at Xavier ·
in 1980. She has been chair of the
math and computer science department since 1992 and will become
the first woman to serve as

submitted them to President Rev.
James Hoff, S.J ., and Vice President
of Academic Affairs Dr. James·
Bundschuh.

''Wit> (women and
African Americans)
haven't been at the
upper echelons of
·
]'II b ·
Power, so tt rznu
o
new perspectives and
h
experiences to t. e
job, and I think that
·
will be good for
Xavier. "

reinforce the cul-

ture of personal
cans) haven't been
care of individual
at the upper echfaculty and stuelons of power, so
dents."
I'll'bringinew perWalker sucspectives and expeceeds Dr. Max
dences to the job,
Keck, who has decided to return to
and I think that will
be
good . for
teaching physics at
Xavier," she said.
Xavier. "She's
A search comdone a great job as
mittee consisting of
department chair,
and I have great
five faculty memhers, two students
-Dr. Janice Walker confidence that
andAssociateDean
she's going to do
Rev. Thomas Kennealy, S.J., began an excellent job as dean,"· said
with a pool of64 applicants in Janu- Bundschuh. "I want to applaud the
ary.. After phone interviews with good work of Dr. Keck. I'm sure
eight candidates, the list was nar- Dr. Walker will continue with many
rowed to four remaining candidates of the good things "he's started," he
who came .to campus for further in- said.
terviewing;
"I am very pleased and honored
The. committee then compiled .. to be given the opportunity to help
evaluations of the strengths and direct the education of Xavier unweaknesses of each candidate and
See Walker, Page 3
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The "Dance of Tears" sculpture, focus of campus-wide discussion,
will. be de~icated April 29. The university installed the sculpture
• during Christmas Break.
>Petition: Some female
>Opinion: A female professor
>Our View: The Newswire

faculty are petitioning for the
sculpture's removal, Page 3

thinks the sculpture is a positive
contribution to campus, Page 7

stands behind the installation
of the sculpture, Page 6

SAC looks beyond dance
BY SARAH KELLEY
Campus News Editor

Student Activities Council
(SAC) will not appeal the
administration's decision to prohibit alcohol at the Spring Dance
on March 26.
SAC sent out 500 surveys asking for student reaction to the alcohol ban announced by administrators Feb. 23. The results of these
surveys will not directly affect the

decision· made concerning the upcoming dance but will aide in determining the availability of alcohol at future events.
"It is too late for SAC to fight to
get alcohol at this dance," said senior Jill Yungbluth, SAC chair.

"However, we are looking into
these results for fu11her information
concerning future events."
The surveys were distributed to
students last ~eek outside the cafeteria and the Grill and were delivered door-to-door throughout the
Xavier Village.
The surveys required students to
reveal their age, class and number
of dances attended. Students were

See Alcohol, Page 3
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Life·Week
celebrated
at Xavier·

MUSKIE-STYLE KARAOKE

>Sarah Kelley, Editor
>News Room: 745-3122
>NEWS@xavier.xu.edu

Mid term grades
Beginning Monday, March
22, students may print a copy of
their mid term grade report cards
in the Registrar's Office by using
their All-Cards. Students who do
not have their All-Cards must
produce a photo ID to receive
their grades.

Registration
The fall schedule of classes
will be available in the Registrar's
Office on Monday. Registration
will take place April 7-14 from
11 :30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Students
should consult the Registrar's
bulletin board to find the exact
time and date of their registration appointments. Students may
not register before their appointments, but they may do so after.
Students must meet with their
academic advisers prior to registering.

Senate resolution
Senate passed a resolution on
Monday, March 15, supporting
the request of Earthcare to discontinue the use of Styrofoam in
the Grill. It also requests that
Mariott. does not increase prices
if the switch to more envirofriendly materials occurs. This
resolution was passed directly to
the administration and the issue
will be discussed further.

ISS info session
Dorinda Giles, Associate vice.
president oflnforination Systems
and Services, will be attending
the Senate meeting on Monday,
March 22. She will be available
for questions and concerns. The
meeting will be held at 3 p.m. in
the Terrace Room.

Employment fair
The "Diversity Across Careers" employment fair is scheduled for Friday, March 19, from
1:30-4 p.m. in the O'Connor
Sports Center. The event is open
to all Xavier students and alumni,
as well as the community. Attendees should wear professional
attire and bring at least twenty
copies of their resume. Check
the Career Services Center's
website, www.xu.edu/studev/career, for more information.

VITA tax help
Free help is available for students with questions regarding
tax law and deductions through
the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program sponsored
by the Xavier Accounting Society. Preparation of income tax
returns will be offered through
April 13 on Tuesdays from 6:308:30 p.m. and Saturdays from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. on the second floor
of Schott Hall. For more information, call Priscilla O'Clock at
745-4245.

BY JAMiE CURRAN
News Writer

Think of a controversial subject,
and chances are it is going to be
addressed during Life Week, March
21-27.
.
Students for Life are conducting organized forums on abortion,
euthanasia and capital punishment
in an effort to encourage more dialogue on cainpus.
"These forums are meant to offer a sincere attempt to get to.know
each othe.r's side," said senior Tony
Stieritz, president of Students for
Life. "So often we get locked in on
our opinion that we forget to even
understand the other side."
A combination of professors and
students. will prepare questions and
represent each side of the issues. A
mediator will read each question
and allow time for a response and
Students sing along to the music at Karaoke Night, sponsored by SAC, which took place in Tucker's rebuttal.
Wednesday's forum, from 7-9
Lounge last Friday night.
·
p.m. in Kelley Auditorium, will focus on abortion.
Both pro-choice and pro-life
views will be represented in the discussion. Senior Brendon Cull will
be mediating.
The topic of euthanasia will be
BY SARAH KELLEY
it's the process in which it came
addressed
on Thursday from 7-8
Campus News Editor
about th.at .. bothers me," said
p.m.
in
103
Albers. Dr. Lou Matz
Winkelmann.·
Several female faculty members
will
support
euthanasia, while Dr.
.
Fernale
professors
also
showed
are circulating· a petition to their
Marie
Gib,lin
will argue the opposconcefu
in
the
manher
in
which
the
female colleagues that calls for the
ing'
side.
sculpture.depicts
~omen.
'
removal of the sculpture "Dance of
. A forum addressing capital pun'·~it gives· a negative view of
Tears," which arrived on campus in
ishment
will follow the euthanasia
women's
bodies
rather
than
aborearly December.
discussion,
from 8-9 p.m.
tio~,"
said
Ikeg~ini.
"Just
looking
English professor Dr. Alison
Professor
Tom Schick wiH speak
at
it
you
wouldn't
necessarily
know
.
Russell, who signed the petition,
what the statement is supposed to · on the necessity of capital punishcited a number of reasons for her
ment, while Rev. James McCann,
be."
objection to the sculpture.
S.J.,
and Stieritz will speak against
"It doesn't matter if you are pro"I would have preferred a less
it.
Mike
Hasenmuller, assistant dilife or pro-choice,· w_hat makes me
provocative sculpture," said
rector
of
the Dorothy Day House,
uncomfortable is that it associates
Russell. "I can't imagine that it
will
be
mediating.
women's bodies with sin and guilt,"
might console a woman who has
Following each exchange, ausaid Winkelmann.
had an abortion, because it seems
-Dr. Carol Winkelmann
dience
members will have a chance
Not all of the reactions to the
more judgmental than anything
to
respond
to what they've heard
hers cjted was the manner in which sculpture are negative, however.
else."
and
engage
in an open discussion.
Philosophy professor Dr. Elana
Created as a memorial to abor- the sculpture was chosen.
"The
true
emphasis during the
"I had a problem with the fact Blair, who opted not to sign the
tion issues, the sculpture stands in
forum
will
be
on the audience and
the courtyard behind McDonald that it just seemed to show up," said ·petition, does not disagree with the
hearing
their
opinions," said
·
sculpture.
Library. The university intends to Ikegami.
Stieritz.
The statue was donated by its
On the other hand, she does dismake this space into a reflective
"Nobody talks about these iscreator, artist Barbara Widmeyer agree with the manner in which the
garden.
sues
on campus," said Stieritz.
"It seems if it is an area for re- Trauth. Xavier President Fr. fames negative reactions are being ex"Hopefully
these forums will proflection and thought, the univer- Hoff, S.J., made the ultimate deci- pressed. . .
.
.
vide
a
spark
so that people can start
"My. impression was that this
sity would have chosen another sion to accept the statue and place
·addressing
them."
it on campus.
[the petition] was ·something that
sculpture," said Russell.
In addition to these forums, on
Dr. Carol Winkeimann, co-chair hasn't been discussed and was
"The sculpture seems problem~tudents and faculty will
·
Friday,_
ati.c to me," said· English professor of the Faculty" Committee, sug- rushed into," Blair said.
participate
in th.e Xavier Famine,
~·1 am very impressed and _thi11k
Dr. Robin lkegami. "What are gested there should be a commitan
activity
ln
which meals will be
people supposed to reflect on when . tee "to decide on th~ pl~ceme~t ~f' the sculpture is beautiful,'.' she said.
St. Francis/St. Jodonated
to
the
works of art on campus: ·
· "I am proud that ·it 'was 'made by a
looking at that statue?"
seph
Catholic
Workhouse.
"In addition to the statue itself, . woman."
Another complaint faculty mem-

Sculpture controversial
'1t.qqesri't tni:ttter- if
you are pfo-life or·, '
pro-choice. What
makes me
uncomfortable is that
.
.
,
it associates womens
bodies with sin· and
guilt."

Police Notes
Thursday, March 11,
11 :40 p.m. - A student was

Saturday, March 13, 4:10
a.m. - Two students were cited for
criminal mischief when they damaged a charcoal grill by turning 'it
over on the patio outside of
Husman. Both students were
charged with underage consumption of aicohol, and one of the students was cited for possessing a fake
ID.

cited after attempting to remove
several magazines from the library. The student also removed
several pages from the magazines, ruining the materials, and
was charged with destruction of .
· Saturday, Ma.rch 13, 10:25
property.
p.m. ·- A non-student made several harassing phone calls to the

campus police dispatcher from an
emergency telephone in Buenger.
The suspect was cited for telephone
harassment, fleeing from an officer,
disorderly conduct and underage
··
consumption of alcohol:

Sunday, March 14, 7:15a.m.
- .A student was cited for disorderly conduct and uriderage consumption of alcohol when he was
found passed out in· the lobby of
Kuhlman.

Police Note
of~heWee_k

.

Sunday, March 14,
. 3:10
Ca~pus po-

a.m. " ".'

lice. received a criminal
·lnischief~eportfrorri a resident in the XavierVilla'ge.
A student was cited for
damaging a toilet and holding tank in one of the apart. ments.
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Continued from page .1
dergradllates into.th~ 2lst.<'.~ntury,'' .
said Walker: ''Xavier is' an excel-·•·
lent· institution, anchtired by out~
standing faculty, administrators and . ;.
staff.. I. look forwarc(to workin.g
with: all Of therri in t~e p\lrsuitof . '
our ultimate goal, of preparing. stu~
dents for careers and life."· · · ·
while sh~ feels her goals aretoo.
numerous tci nanfo;Walker said fci~
cusing on and c,elebrat!ng diversity
is high on her list. Inaddition; she .
.plans to look atth~ assessment of '.·
the college; its gradirig policies arid
the mimber.of parHime faculty. ·
She. says her.familjarity with
Xavier.willhelp. ''I've taught here
for almost 20 years.· I know my.way ·· ·
around' and I'm very comfortable .
with students, faculty, administra:..'
tion and staff.'' Walker(said. __ · . ·
In addition to teachirig here for
19 years, Walker has been involved ..
~ith a variety of student groµps
including the gospel choir and the
dance .team .. She Hdhe faculty ad~ ·
viser
the New Images Models
and the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
."I try not only .to teach. mathematiCs, but also to interact with ·
. students on a personal)evel," 'she
said: "It's the one-on-one interactions with students that I'll miss the
most" .
She ·plans· to continue. with at
leasfone class a year arid. remain
active in' sorne student, orgariizatiol'ls after she assumes her role as ·
deari on J~ne L ·
. . ...
"My influence will be felt .
through.other.people,~~ said Walker. • .
. "!:want to work with admiltis- •
tration; faculty,. staff· and .·students
in a. very collaborative fashion,
where we're all one team and give.
students the best possible education for ca.reers and life," she said.
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Continued from page 1
also asked whether or not they take
the bus to the dances and why, as
well. as if they plan on attending
the Spring Dance.
"We wanted to know who was
going to the dance to see how many
people are re!:llly underage," said
· · Yungbluth. "We want to show that
the majority isn't necessarily underage."
According to administrators, the
majority of students who attend
dances are not of the legal drinking age.
"We do not advocate a dry campus," said campus police Chief
Michael Couch. "However, an
event where 85-90 percent of those
in attendance are underage, ii is not
rational to serve alcohol at these
events."
According to Couch, many students carry alcohol in with ·them,
purchase alcohol at these events by
using fake IDs or .have older students purchase it for them.
In additfon to. acquiring information regarding the age of students attending the dances, the surveys will also reveal the number of
commuters versus resident students
in attendance.
According toYungbluth, making it mandatory .for students to
take buses to the. dance iS also a
possibility..
.
"If this occurs, it could be a definite inconvenience for commuter
students who would have to drive
to campus a11d drop off their cars i11
qrd.er . to. :~ide .th~ bus," said
Yungbluth. ·
.
,,
·In addition to· the issue of. i.mderage drinking,· Couch also cited
the safety of students as a key factor in the deeision.

events, it will promote a safer environment and prevent the risk of an
alcohol-related death due to alcohol abuse and driving under the
influence," said Couch. "We have
noticed an increase in the number
of students transported to the hospital for alcohol poisoning and intoxicatiori."
In defense of her efforts to allow
the sale of alcohol at events,
Yungbluth suggested several alternatives to banning alcohol altogether, including the use of wristbands or corralling a beer garden.
"Different measures need to be
taken other than eliminating alcohol," said Yungbluth.
Couch denied that such measures would be successful, reiterating the necessity of this decision.
"We have tried numerous ways
to modify this before, including
corralling, wrist bands, beer tickets, issuing fines and increasing
security personnel, and the behavior has only gotten worse," he said.
When the results of the survey
are complete, SAC will continue
their efforts in finding an altemati veto this decision administrators
will agree on.
"I really think the issue needs to
be reconsidered," said Yungbluth.
"Students should be responsible
for their own actions,· and not allbwing drinking at dances is not
going to solve that."
If students have any comments
or concerns, questions may be di.rected to Yungbluth·at the SAC office, 745-2687.
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BYED KLENE

body.art, Che(was on the cover of
·Vanity Fair revealing· tll.ttoos she.
People with tattoos haye. often has since been reported to have had •
been labeled as convicts, rebel bik- removed. ·
·
·
··
ers and sleazy sailors (inCI~ding ·
Today; stars continuetO-pi.it:thefr
Popeye), and some of the piercings bodies, with their piereings ~nd tat~ ·
we see today once exist<?d only in toos, on display. J,ulia Roberts, JFK
the imagination.
Jr., Melanie Griffith, Dennis RodWalking across campus, how- man, Sean Connery,' and dozens of
ever, reveals new trends as more and rap, rock, metal and alternative
more Xavier students seem to be singers are among the many celebsporting multicolored designs or rities advertising tattoos and
those shiny metal loops, rings and piercings.
Strangely, Barbie inay bethe
studs protruding from their belly
buttons, tongues, eyebrows and most controversial star with· a tat~
other parts of their bodies.
too. The recent release of the 40- ·
Body piercings and tattoos are year-old Barbie includes _butterfly
becoming a large trend throughout and flower tattoo stickers for her
the nation in both schools and the owners. "Butterfly Art Barbie" will
workplace.
also be hanging with a new group
Many students, educators and of friends in May, one ofwhom has
artists alike agree that piercings and a nose ring.
tattoos have become popular due to
"Tattoos are much more poputhe media's .acceptance and usage lar due to the movie stars and sports
of these more permanent accesso- stars that are showing them offfor .
ries.
all .to see,"csaid Jason Bnmson, a
"Body piercings and tattoos have tattoo artist at Designs by Dana> · ·
become such a fad because they are
·"We ~ari see this on the business
just something tl)at a few people aspect because our sales have· foIike movie stars, models, and ·MTV crea~ed in the last five or six ·years,';
(correspondents) have caught on . Brunson said: .. · ·" · ·· · · ·
to,'' said senior Sara Timmins, who
Some students. say they w.ere
· has had a belly butt()n ring since her motivated to get themselves pierced .
freshman year.
due to the sexual appeal it can of"Body piercing. is also popular fer.
·
· ·
·
because it is a statement of rebelFreshman Tricia R,ieder agrees·
ling without having the permanent that having her belly bu_tton pierced
effects," she said.'
looksvery sexy, s'ayiiig;':''It'sthe ic- •.
Clinton Sanders, author of Cus- ing on the cake fofthe stomach. It's
tomizing Your Body and a s~.iology being a bad girl an~ a rebel without
professor at the Universj~y ofCon- actually being bad and· rebelling.
· necti~ut, agrees. "Tattoos have be~ 'Plus, my boyfriend really likes it."·
come a fad, and like all fads, it
No matter what your personal Sophomore Eric~rass dj:ew ~he ()rigi~al design;fdr hi~ tattoo. The symbol's nine spines represent
grows on itself with lots· of help : taste, some businesses: and people the nine types of per5onalities'described irfthe:enri'eagram,'a personality test loosely based in ·
from the media," he said in a recent have begun to restrict piercings as theology.· He says it is his way of trying to capture the good in each personality and aspire to it·· ·
article in The Christian Science part of their dress codes. BlockMonitor.
buster, Starbucks and Cedar Point gross seeing people walking around Clean needles and ink 'are manda., of people whcfhave them reveals a
One of the firs.t actors to hit the agree that their workers should not chewing and playing with their tory to prevent the spread of dis- trend toward the mainstream across
spotlight with a tattoo .was Tony : have body piereings'or v,isable tat~ to'ngue rings;" said sophomore ease. ·
<the country and on our own cainDanza, who played a boxer on taos.
Mike Jones.
"I got nifscrotum pierced last ·. pus.·
''Taxi" always displaying a "Keep
"Blockbuster is .about family
· Freshman Katie Bender, who summer at a Phish conceit because
"Everybody said body piercing
on Truckin" tattoo. It didn't take entertai~rhent,'i-said Blockbuster· got her first piercing in September, of peer pressure and the fact that I would t,urt, but it's the same ·as
long before the musk industry . spokeswomanKarenRaskopf. The says she hates it when people see wasn't all there,'~ said'. a freshman; ·pi~ching a little bit of skin and
started to show more .and: 111ore dress code limits earrings .to one per her tongue stud and th~nk she is who requested to remain nameless. sticking a needle through. .It just
elaborate depictions on members' ear. No other visible piercing is al~ showing it off.
"Everybody told me to just cio feels like a shot. ldidn't even feel
bodies.
lowed~
"My sister has. everything .. it, so I bcirrowed •. an earring, and I much when I got my scrotum
Ozzy OsbOrne, GregAllman and
Some people are not bothered · pierced but her tongue, so I pierced.it myself. I took it out in pierced,'' said the anonymous fresh-·
Billy Idol were some of the first by these regul;ttions. "I think it's · wouldn't feellike I was copying her November because it started to ir- man.
musicians to frequently show off gross seeing people with eyebrow when I gotmy tongue pierced," said ritate me. It wouid snag on my.boxPeople thinking about adding an
their tattoos. While these young rings .. I would ~.ather ·not have to Bender. "I would rather not show ers and cause immense pain;'.' he .extra hole to their_bodies can watch
rock stars were showing off t~eir . look at them. It's tacky~ It's also it off to everyone."
said.
body
piercing
live . at ·
.. Still, one of the most common
He advised others to get pierced www.b.odypiercing.com .. The wep
re~son~ students cite for getting a anywhere, except the. scrotµtn, be- . site shows. the 'amount of pain intattoo or body piercing is to show cause you can. always take.it out. valved, aricUricludes manyfacts
some form of individuality; Junior He also .cautione~. others .. to .Jearn . abo.ut piercings for anyone ..yho is
Molly Kerschner agrees, "I think from his mistake .and. go.to .a.pro- considering.getting one. . ... ·.
it's because people want to be no~ .. fessional.
.
. · · ..
Cost~.r11nge-anywhere froq1$40
ticed. A tattoo doesn't have to _be
~enior
Sh°arj)e cpn~iq~red to $250, depenqing cin wha~ is
shown· all the time. That's why I getting· a tattoo but _decided it was pierced ;ma' what. material the 'stud •
. got my tattoo (on my !:houlder).'.'
too permanent. Duringhercontem- or.ring)s made ()f;.' . . . ::./.'.·
"Everyone has skin and hands, plation, slfe picked up a tip from a
At the same· time, tattoo'priees
but not everybody has tattoos and tattoo artis~. ''.Get an i.rnage drawn .. vary with size, detail arid color with
piercings," Rieder ·said on why of what you want and post it some- . the smallest, dime-size tattoo start:
body modifications are good to . where you'll see it everyday. If you ·- ing at $40. Somt: parlors do not deal
·have. "it's a way to.be artistic and/ don't get tired of it after two years, .with su~h small orders. Larger and
.. to individualize something that ev- go' for it," she said.
.
.more detailed work·can cost .ht.in' erybody has,'' saidRl~der.·. _
"I was going;to get a tatto_o,.btit dreds of dollars ..
Body pierdngs.:'and,tattoos are Icouldn'tdecidewhatdesign to get, . . SophmJ]oreEricBfass' ttttooon
·.. notallfunandgrurtes:.Senousrisks · solgotmytongue.piercedinstead,," his backcost $l40, but he said it
can be involved iftherightprecau- . said sophomore Sarah Byr:nei ' · . was.worth.it The nine spines of
·.. tions;are not ta~e~.· Chipp¢d teeth,
. Whether pe()p,le; are o.u~ for ·.·the de~ign ~ymbolize nine different
scars and infections, such as hepa- show, sexual benefits or their own .typ~~ of pe:qple and.the good'the'y
titis, can be at hand when someone . person,aL~rtistic display, bocty . jJro]ect meets in the cent~r.
.
, gets a piercing or tattoo. ·
piercings and tattcicis hav~ become
~·1 came up with it myselfas an
The easiest way to stay safe is popular a,mo11g the Musketeers,. -.. original drawing;\ ~nd, ifs reto go· to. a licensed.tattoo or body
.: Although bodypiercings and tat- . minder of m)'personal philosophy,"
piercing parlor because they must " to~~ 'Yere cmce consid~red a form saidJ3rass. ·· ·. · ·
· ·
comply with health regulations. ofrebellion, the increased number
World News Editor ·

Kerry

a
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Train crash··.·.
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.Knight2'Ri&l4rNew~p~pers.; . <'.cab \refu~file:4 updgh.t nea(the ·· .
Astite sun rose over the'iert1ains , .wreckag~;· the .iruck driver report-' · ·
of fatal Iate~night ti:afo crash in edly walked away. . .. . . . . .. .. . .
Bourtmpnais)Ji't t~e extent of th~·. ·.. · CyJ;Jura~ an-investigator for the
mangled metlll mess became more I Natio_nili Transportation Safety .
visible.
.
· Board, said he spoke with the drivei
Helicopters hovered overhead to of thetrucl(He·said the driver told
surmise thewreckage c:if a coHision · him that he did not see the train as
between an A111trak train and a ·.he approached the tracl<s; but that,·· .
semi-trailer truck that occurred at. .
he entered the crossing he saw ..
9:53 p.m. Monday night an.d has.. .tbe lights go cmand he tried to get
Claimed at least 12 lives. The acci- ... ·acr<;>ss." ·.
dent se_nt more. than ·100 people to
· Firefighte1's ··who rushed to ·the
area hospitals, and officials fear.·. sceri~. had to douse burning cars
they could find six to dghtimore before emergency personnel could
bodies.
retrieve the injured, said
About half of the train's cru:s are ·-- Bourbonnais Police Chief Joseph
compressed info an area tha(two Beard.
·
·. ·
would normally consume, and resMany injured passengers were
cuers continue to search through the taken· to S~. Mary's Hospital and
wreckage for more victims. The Riverside Medical Center, both in
red,· spray-painted word "empty" Kankakee,· ac.cording. tti ·a spokesappears ~n the· sides of the cars. woman for Riverside MediCalCenwhich crews have already examined ter. .·.
. : ' . .·•... ·.. ·· .. . ' .
for bodies or possible survivors.
Of those injured,Al were taken
"We've removed J2 bodies," to St. Mary's Hospital; saicl hospi~
Capt. Ed St. Louis of the ta! spokeswoma~ Beck)r Wilder. ·
Bourbonnais Fire Prc:it<#ion Dis. The wb~st damage occurred to
trict said."We believe there to be six the first cars ofJhe:traiii; Two
to eight more people."
gines and a baggage· car were left
"To find survivors in the wreck- piled atop each other: The riext car
age would be pretty unlikely," said back, a sleeper; contairied many of
Mike Harshbarger, chief of the the people who \Vere irijured, au~
Boi1rbonriais Fire ProteCtic:iri Dis.~ thorities said. The sleeper came to
trict,'adding that188 ofthe· 214 . rest ata right ·angle tO the tracks
q:foople-On<,boardthe train hai:f•b(:~n ·.. but still upright.
.
accotirit~dfod.thospitakand
The circumstantes·orthe crash
porary shelters. ·
echoed the crash of a South. Shore
The collision with the steel- commuter train last June near Porladen truckleft the passenger train's tage, Ind., in which the train
cars crumpled like a~ accordion slammed irito another semi-trailer
about three miles north of its trµck carrying steel. .
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Ireland
.
peace pact in crisis ·~l_!'~~RDTOnND
AFFORDABLE FISH:

~Northern
BY ELIZABETH RAU
Knight-Ridder N15wspapers

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - The
landmark peace agreement for
Northern ,Island is on the verge of
collapsing, says a Sinn Fein politician who was here Monday to ·raise
money for the organization.
· "It isn't looking good," Sftid
Martin Ferris, a ~enior official in
· Sinn Fein and a member. of the negotiating team that brokered last
year's agreement. "The whole
peace process is in crisis.".
Ferris .blamed the impasse on
Unionist Party Leader David
Trimble; Northern Ireland's designated first minister, who is calling
for the Irish Republican Army to
hand over its weapons.
Ferris said the Protestants are
humiliating Catholics and trying to
ruin the accord by making a demand that was not part of the agreement.
· ·· ·
."It's war by another means,"
Ferris said, "trying to force the ffiA
to break a cessation and go hack to
war.',' .
·He said it wouldbefooH!~h for
the mA - whose political wing is ·
Sinn Fein - to disarm at this point
· because such a move would leave
Catholics vqlnerable to·attacks.

:·

. Monday's killing of a lawyer in
Northern Ireland·· who represented
Catholic clients in high-profile
cases illustrates how important it is
for Catholics to have protection, h·e
said.
Rosemary Nelson, whose clients included the family of a Catha- .
lie man· who was beaten to death
by Protestants in 1997, was killed
by a car bomb in Lurgan, 30 miles
southwest of Belfast.
"You can .rest assured there are
groups in the (Catholic) nationalist
community who will be under enormous pressure from their. own constituents to respond to what hap- .
pened," Ferris said.
The March 10 deadline for establishing a new Northern Ireland
government and ending three decades of civil strife was. delayed for
three weeks to give Protestants and
Catholics .a chance to settle the
weapons dispute. · ·
Neither side seems willing to ·
budge.Trimble is insisting the ffiA
turn over its weapons before Ieaders .from Sinn Fein take their place
in the new government.· The mA
· has no intention ofca\lirig in, say-·ing the agreement doesn't require
disarmament until the spring of
2000.
·
· · ''·

WHEN THE NEAREST OCEAN
.
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IS A THOUSAND MILES

AWAY~

NEW
Seafood Enchilada

Mont~rey

We smother scrumptious seafood with a creamy sherry sauce,
.
·roll it in a warm flour tortilla and top it all off with shrimp and more sherry sauce.
..
-Served with Mexican rice and refried. beans. Limited time. ·
·

Soutbwcat Mesquite GnllltBu

Steaks, Chic::kell., Ribs .and Tex-Mex
7484 Turf\vay Rd. Saratoga s·quare, 11305 PrincetOn Pike. Springdale,
1555 West Main St. Hamilton; 9956 Escort Drive at Fields Ertel,
Coming Soon to Colerain Avenue.
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·Statu,e should stay

I

n the spirit of Life Week, The argue that the statue depicts
Newswire thought it appropri- women's mutilated bodies, but the
. ate to respond to the contin- depression in the women's stomued opposition to the "Dance of achs is meant to be taken both litTears" statue behind the library.
erally and figuratively.
Anyone who denies .that
We stand behind the
university's decision to commis- women who abort suffer a physision the sculpture arid place it on cal and emotional loss reduces the
campus. This is a Catholic uni- enormity of their decision.
versity and the Catholic Church
This is not a decision to be
is pro-life.
taken lightly, and
But the fundaany proponent of
life or choice who
mental value of the
statue extends far
contends that it
beyond its echoes
should be needs to
of the pro-life idea.
look· at the statue
again. After all, this
Some have gone so
far as to pass·
is not a decision
differe~t
around a petition to
about what to have
for breakfast or
remove the statue,
but to remove it
·what to wear to
school. We are talkwould only squelch
ing about somethe thoughtful dialogue it has prothing with much
duced.
more far-reaching
While reactions
consequences.
Furthermore,
of students and facdialogue about con- .
ulty have been both
troversial issues is
positive and negative, the end result
at the
. heart of Jesuit.
.
education. How ·
is that people are
talking more and more about .the can w.e learn ,if we are not chalissue. The statue does not demand lenged? "Dance of Tears" is a
a specific interpretation that says work of art that speaks to the
abortion is wrong. What it does Xavier community'.
do, however, is reveal the pain that
What it says to you might be
women suff~r as a result of their different from what it says to us,
but we feel its silent but powerful
decision.
Whether you are pro-life or voice must continue to be heard.
pro-choice, you· must. recognize
-l.M.C.
the physical and emotional. toll
for The Newswire staff
abortion takes on women. Some

What ''Dance
of Tears" says to
you might be

.from
what it says to
us, but we feel
its silent but
powerfol voice
must continue
to be heard.
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Alcohol policy is students' concern
uring the 1960s, one of the last Georgetown, students rallied and
When you feel there js a p~cib"
great democratic movements in protested to make sure apparel with !em at Xavier, make your. voice
American history took place when the university. logowas not manu- h~ard. If you think you have a betmembers of the Free Speech Move- factured in sweatshops. ·
.ter solution to the drinking problem
A weebigo, Xavier adrriinistra- at dances, call or write Dr. Luther
ment (FSM) protested to uphold
their rights of free speech and as~ tors chose to end the sale. of alco- Smith. Write to The Newswire or
sembly at the University of Califor~ hol at school-sponsored .da~~es . talk to a student senator, but do not nia at Berkley during the Cold War without consulting the student just sit on your h~nds and watch the
. population or representatives. Al- machine. continue. on ·its current
attack on communism.
The FSM was led by Mario though' I agree there are problems path.
Interestingly, everyone who atSavio, a philoso'phy major who re- . with the current systemand I know
alized the lessons he was learning we have had a hard _time findipg terids Xavier knows the president's
in class about democracy, freedom · places to host· dances because of mission statement challenges us to
and justice did not carry over to the damage stemming from alcoholin ~ graduate so we can say we are "i.nthe past; to' totaliy eliminatiits sale . tellectually, morally and spiritually
university's daily life.
On the steps of the.main· admin" withciiitstu9entcoo)Jerationorcon-.· prepared to take (our) place in and
to have a positive_impacton a i:ap·istration bi.iilding; he announced, sent is '.'odfous."
r~ ·~ot claiming· to b~ ~ Mario idly changing global society." I
"There comes a time when the op~
eration of a machine becomes so . Savio. Though they .share the same · wonder how-many of us will truly
,
odious, makes you so sick at heart, ideals, I'm.not saying the fight ~t be able.
In conclusion, I want to recall
that you can't tak~ part-you can't Xavier is equal in importance to the
even passively take part - and fights of the FSM or issues.of rac~ Julian Bond's recent visit to camyou've got to put your bodies upon ism and sweatshops. Moreover;) pus. The former '60s activistand
the gears and upon the wheels, upon definitely don't think we should. current president of the NAACP
the levers, upon all the apparatus storm the president's office, burn said, "The only difference between
our books or stage sit-ins. I just this generation and mine is that you
and you've got to make it stop."
More recently, at Miami Univer- want everyone to realize this. fight . don't challenge authority enough."
, sity, students blocked the streets and is our fight and not only that of the
-Nicholas Young
protested to fight racism on cam- Student Activities Council or the
Junior ..
pus. Also, at schools like Duke and Student Government Associatior:i.

D

'Prohibition' editorial satirized
I

am writing to thank you for your
· I couldri 't have been happier.
insightful and. encouraging staff Here at Xavier; parties and. dances
editorial entitled "End Prohibition," are nothing without alcohol.
·
published on March 10.
I only wish to add one argument
I am impressed with the firm to your editorial, one I am certain
stance The Newswire has taken con- you.cut 9ue to a lack of space rather
cerning student alcohol consump- than accidentally neglected; since I
tion on and off campus.
have seen .it frequently in past_isI was thrilled your editorial men- I sues of The Newswire.
tioned that some students are planYou did not mention that great
ning to boycott the Spring Dance mantra of Xavier students: "Alcoand party elsewhere because of the hol is a part of college life." This,
university's deci~ion "not to sell al- for me; i~ the most cogent reason
coho! during the dance.
why Xavier's administration should_
This sends precisely the correct not determine an alcoho'l policy for
message to the administration here its students.
at Xavier: we can't enjoy ourselves
The administration would foolwhile sober. ,
..
. .
ishly stop to think whether alcohol
And TheNewswire is not alqne. is a good or bad part of college life,
I ant pro,ud to say th~ ~astmaj~rity one Which helps ustobecomebetof students i" kn()w haye defended ter i:nen and women and, should. be
the necessity of atCohol at parties promoted, .or one which. detract.s
from our lives and should be fought.
since th~ first day of class11.s. .
I went to a party recently and
The admi.nistration might look
(just to test the dedication of the stu-. out for our weil:being, and we cer~
dents, I assure you) .refused ~o drink tainJy-can't allow that 'in this indianything containing alcohol. It ividualism-worshippingnation.
wasn't long before orie of the hosts
The greatest strength of p!lrty
. approached me vVith som.e joy juice .. life at Xavier is thatit d~fends it-.
and ordered me to"drink this ot · ·.. self ~igorously. Anyone who 9oes
leave~"
not .~rin~ •. even ,tho~e whp, do riot

take an active and vocal. stance
against drinking, .are the objects of
the most intense ridicule Xavier siu~.
dents can generate;·
_They are thrown' together with
. the chaste and the temperate as idiotic martyrs who deny themselves
the. m.ost valuable' e~periences the
world has to offer. These modem
"puritans" are looked upon~s fools
and, when possible, relegated to the
substance-free housing ghetto.
Thus, we have our greatest and
most useful motive for people to ap~
preciate alcohol ~ridicule.
Someday, everyone here at
·Xavier.will com.e to appreciate this
necessary and completely. benefi.cial part of college life.
Perhaps by th~ time. my brothers are old enough to apply here,
the admissions brochure will read;
."Xl.J: bar· with .a $20,000. cove~.
. Just try and take our booze away
from us." . ' ·· - ,
.
Did I mention how thrilled lam
·· thaFSAC will· sell beer, ori St.
Patrick's Day?_ .
1

a

-Timothy McMackin
Sophomore
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WHAT is. your/·-avorite w~·y to celebrate St. Patrick's n·ay?
·.

"Stay out late and
drink green beer."

.

".Dance with.
· leprechauns."

-Nicole Baumann
Freshman

-Lisha Davis
Freshman

"When I was little,
l used to ride on a
St. Patrick's Day
float."
· · ...,-Sarah Walters
Freshman

- CA M P US

.

''With anything .
·green: I'm not···
Irish, but I eelebrate anyway."
-Katie Paternel
Freshman

"Wear green·arid
go to.theSAC St.
Patrick's Day
Jam.".
· ...:Nate Moster
Sophomore

BY ELENA BLAIR
Assoc. Professor, Philosophy Dept.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY

and peace, it expresses through the
medium.of matter a deep spiritual
insight.· The sculpture is not about
bodies, but about souls.
There would be no art of sculpture if we were to succumb to the
puritanical view that there is
something intrinsically bad about
bodies, particularly about the bodies of women, even by association.
On the other hand, to deny that
sin, contrition and redemption are
essential to the human condition
is to deny a very basic Christian

-NATIONAL

truth. As a culmination of the creative work of God, woman manifests this truth particularly well.
The sculpture shows the reality of sin in the concrete as affecting the essence of womanhood,
the transforming. work of repentance in woman's contrition, and
. the uplifting force of redemption
in the movement of the whole
. work toward .the sky'.
l was grateful to see that Xavier
was creating culture, an essential
aspect of a university's contribution to society, and especially
happy that this was realized
through the inspiratio.n of a
woman as woman, particularly
her synthesizing gift. It is beyond
me how any woman could oppose
her work.
Perhaps we should re-examine
the reasons against it. Perhaps the
antagonistic, adolescent and legalistic world of today has gotten into
our bones and is blinding us to the
voices that speak of reconciliation
_and peace. Perhaps this is among
the things "our mothers didn't tell
us," as in the words of the title of
Danielle Crittenden's book. We
need to pray for light.

PERSPECTIVE-

U.S. lacks environmental ·consciousness
BY HEIKE ABEL
Guest Columnist

food I had just eaten.
In Germany, people grow ~p
Arriving at the Xavier Village genuinely valuing the importance
in August, I was s.hocked to find not only of recycling, but also of
the general lack of recycling op- reducing. We start with reducing.
portunities. It was such a change The United States seems to start
from Germany!
with recycling.
In Germany, it is almost inconI immediately set out co.ntainers to recycle glass bottles, cans, ceivable not to make every effort
plastic and paper. But much to my to recycle and reduce. In Gersurprise, my roommates contin- many, it's normal to have several
ued to throw all their trash in the recycling containers in every
same garbage can.
household, in all public buildings
Nobody seems to be recycling. and on the streets. ·
Few people on campus seem to
We try to use the same plastic
care that there are several types of grocery bags again and again. We
recycling containers available.
have to pay 10 cents for every bag.
The recycling consciousness All bags are made from recycled
I'm used to in Germany just plastic. Beyond reusing plastic
doesn't exist here. Nowhere did I bags, we have a: different ethic
experience it more starkly than concerning owning and using
when I went into the Grill for the . cars.
first time. Styrofoam containers?
Having a car is a luxury. FillIs there any sforage material more ing our gas tank is six times more
destructive to the environment? · · expensive than it -is here.
In Germany, we have reusable Carpooling occurs more fre·
dishes. I feel horrible to finish my quently.
meal leaving more trash than the
Additionally;. in Germany ~we

tend to think more deeply about
the value of energy. I've been so
surprised by the way people here
leave the air conditioning on even
when it's unnecessary, without
thinking of the energy expended.
To give you an idea of the
depth of environmental consciousness that pervades Germany, let me describe to you the
effect of German rallies and boycotts against McDonald's.
Because of McDonald's choice
to use Styrofoam as a storage material and their habit of transporting food long distances rather than
relying on local farmers, thousands
of Germans engaged in boycotts.
In response to the pressure applied by the Germans, McDonald's
made the change from Styrofoam
to reinforced paper and cardboard.
They no longer use plastic.
They also changed their food
suppliers to local farmers. Since
McDonald's is a worldwide franchise, this had a tremendous effect.

"I just got back
from Ireland. I
want to go back."
-Peggy Place
Sophomore

-Eric Anthony
Sophomol·e

"I'm of Eastern
European heritage,
but I' II do a token
jig."
-Mark Zedella
Sophomore

-RANT-
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Statue shows essence of womanhood
I am waiting for the spring. I
plan to adopt the place where the
new campus sculpture sits behind
the library as a corner for retreat,
a peaceful setting to help me touch
on the deeper dimensions of my
life. By then, there will be the
singing of water in the fountain
and perhaps flowers and greenery.
I see· woman as the culmination of the creative work of God,
where matter and spirit, body and
soul, are united in a unique and
incomparable way. This is why
men cannot even approach
women's capacity for lyrical ex-•
pression in ballet, for example.
This gift for human manifestation
and synthesis is what has made her
the communicator of culture to
new generations through the centuries. It is also the reason why
the Church reveres Mary as a
model for all human life.
This explains my joy at seeing
the sculpture. It expresses the
human condition through woman
in an unparalleled way. Authored
by a woman who has used. her
work for human reconciliation

"Me and a few
glasses of green
beer and then
maybe I'll pass
out."

Apocalypse later
BY MATT BARBER
Sports Editor

I'm writing about something I'm
sure you haven't heard enough of
just yet: the new millenium ! Words
you won't see printed in this rant:
Y2K, millenium bug or end-of-society-as-we-know-it. My problem
with everyone, except for the numerically advantaged who have remained strangely silent on this issue,
is that the new millenium begins on
Jan. 1, 2001. That's right, 2001.
If I hear one more
mindless, I'm-themost-originaltelevision/radio-personality-ever tell
us we only
have
nine
more months
to do something in this
millenium, I'm
going to turn the
date and time control panel on my personal computer ahead to
11 :59:59 pm and 12/31/99 and end
it all Gust because I'm not using its
name, doesn't mean I'm not going
to talk about it).
Here's why everyone is wrong,
and I don't blame people, I mean,
maybe your sixth grade math teacher
didn't explain this whole conceptto
you while you were waiting in line
to go outside and play for recess
(which is another rant I may tackle
someday, why don't we have recess
anymore?).
Anyway, here's the reason. When
Pope St. Gregory figured out the
Gregorian calendar, which he so
modestly named after himself, he
figured Jesus was born in year one.
Which of course brings up the
vaudevillian joke about people in the
year one BC (or BCE, for you political correctness junkies, Before
Common Era, because as we all

- MIN I

know, not everyone believes in
Christ, including some of the theology department faculty members)
fighting over what to call the next
year, since they did not know Jesus
was going to be born. Ha ha ha, you
can all let go of your sides now.
But seriously, if Jesus was born
in year one (most biblical scholars
of the non-fundamentalist genre believe he was actually born some time
between seven and three BC, but
work with me here), then the first
decade ended after the first 10
calendar years that Jesus
was alive, or at the
end of year 10,
not year nine.
That means the
first century
ended after the
year 100, not
the year 99.
Who ever
heard of a
,· 99-year century?!
If you have
already followed the
amazing logic of this line
of thinking, you will have
come to the realization that the 20th
century and second millenium actually end after the year 2000, not
1999, despite the fact the vast majority of media personalities, who
are all smarter and better than us because they are on television, have
been telling us, the American viewing public, otherwise.
For· those of you who still need
an extra reason to party come next
New Year's Eve, you can still celebrate the fact that the 1990s are
coming to a close.
Then, at the next New Year's Eve
party, you can ring in the new
millenium, that is, if the world's
computers have not become selfaware and enslaved humankind, or
whatever is supposed to happen.

RANT

And another thing
Oh yeah, you're getting a two~for
one rant this week in honor of St.
Paddy's Day. That's right, SL
Paddy's Day. Patty is the shortened
form of Patricia, not Patrick. Every
time I see Ireland's great saint called

Patty, it makes me want to drown my
sorrows in a few pints of Guinness.
On second thought, keep calling it
St. Patty's Day arid I'll see you at
Dana's.

-M.T.B.
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Posey picked for
slam dunk.contest
His dunks and high-flying acrobatics have impressed the
Xavier faithful for three years and
now senior James Posey will display his above-the-rim abilities
for the entire nation. Posey has
been selected to participate in
ESPN's Annual National SlamDunk Championship as part of
the NCAA Final Four Week. The
Championship will take place on
Thursday, March 25 and will be
broadcast on ESPN with Dick
Vitale, Brad Nessler and Jay
Bilas hosting the event.

Honored yet again
The reception of post-season
awards is becoming a weekly occurrence for senior James Posey.
Last week, Posey was named to
the 15-member All-America
Team and to the national All-Defensive Team by College Hoops
Insider. Additionally, the National Association of Basketball
Coaches named Posey to the District 10 First Team.

Full baseball week
begins tonight
As a result of the inclemant
weather last week which caused
the cancellation of four games,
the Xavier baseball team. has a
busy week ahead of them.
Beginning tonight, Xavier ·
plays five ga!!les in seven days.
The crosstown shootout that was ·
canceled last Wednesday has
been rescheduled for tonight at 6
p.m. at Cincinnati's Johnny
Bench Field.
Saturday brings the Toledo
Rockets and XU's home opener
on Hayden Field. UT will face
Xavier in a doubleheader on Saturday and a single game on Sunday.
On Tuesday, Austin Peay pays
a visit to XU beginning a string
of seven· games in six days that
will test the depth of Xavier's
pitching staff.

Soccer tryouts
Ever wanted to be a part of the
Xavier men's soccer team? Well,
if you have, there will be tryouts
in two weeks.
The tryouts will be held on
March 22 from 3: 15-5: 15 p.m.,
March 23 from 4-5 p.m. and
March 26 from 3:15-5:15 p.m.
Anyone interested in attending
the tryouts must call head coach
Jack Hermans at 745-3879 before March 22 and·tell him your
student identification number, If
Hermans is not in his office, you
can I.eave the number on his voice
mail.
Those who come to the tryouts
will be allowed to practice with
the current team. .so come prepared. If you have any questions,
or would like more information
on the tryouts, feel free to contact Hermans.

-Matt Madges
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Men down Rockets, Deacons
Musketeers' disappointment over NCAA. snub slowlyfading

Brown was not the only Musketeer who moved up the scoring list
during Monday's game; With an
. e~phatic dunk 2:23 into the game
against Wake Forest, senior James
Posey moved into 12th place on
XU's all-time scoring list. Posey
finished the game with a team-high
23 points to go along with his five
steals. Posey has scored 1,405
points over his three-year career
and trails fellow senior Gary
Lumpkin by 57 points for the 11th
spot on the list.

BY MATT MADGES
Assistant Sports Editor

The disappointment of being left
out of the NCAA Tournament is
slowly fading for the Xavier men's
basketball team. National Invitational Tournament· victories over
two quality opponents in Toledo
and Wake Forest and the great support from their fans have the Musketeers one game away from a trip
to Madison Square Gardens and a
spot in the NIT "Final Four."
"I'm sure our fans share the disappointment with our kids from
Selection Sunday and yet their support is terrific," said coach Skip
Prosser.
"I told the kids tonight ... 'There
has been a line outside my door for
the last three days and people are
really looking forward to seeing
you all play again.' I don't think
that happens everywhere in the
country. This is a special place and
I think they really care about our
kids," he said.
In the NIT, where the game is
played is almost as important as
who is playing. Through Monday,
the visiting team had won just five
of the 21 NIT games that had been
played this year. Although
Monday's crowd at the Cincinnati
Gardens was not the biggest of the
season, the 8,712 spectators were
the loudest of the year.
"It was a. great crowd, and I am
sure that they will support us all the
way through until the end," said
senior Lenny Brown. "I am just
happy that it turned out like this. It
·was a big win for us."

XAVIER 87, WAKE FOREST 76
Xavier entered Monday's NIT
second round game against Wake
Forest with little experience and
even less success in games against
ACC opponents. Heading into the
contest, XU was 0-4 against ACC
teams, and Duke had been the only
ACC opponent Xavier had played
in the last 23 seasons.
However, the Musketeers were
not influenced by the program's
history against the ACC and were
able to pull away at the end to defeat the Demon Deacons, 87-76.
"This is important," said Prosser on
the victory. "We haven't beaten an
ACC team and the school has been
around since 1831. It's nice to do

NEWSWIRE PH.OTO BY JASON TRIPLm

Freshman Lloyd Price, who scored 13 points against Wake Forest,
goes in for a dunk after an open-court steal.
something like that for the first
time."

STILL MOVING UP
The first of Brown's three pointers came with 8:32 remaining in the
THREE~POINT MANIA
first half and moved him into third
The victory over Wake Forest . place on Xavier's all-time scoring
was largely the result of XU's ex- list. With the basket, Brown jumped
cellent perimeter shooting. It has ahead of former XU standout Anbeen said a team that lives on three thony Hicks, who scored 1,805
pointers will also die by them. If points from 1979-83. Brown finthe team continues to shoot the long ished the game with 19 points and
ball like they did against the Demon has scored 1,823 points over his
Deacons, however, they will live a four-year career.
long time.
"It means a lot to me personally,"
Xavier shot 54.2 percent from said Brown. Even though XU has
behind the arc (70 percent in the at least one more game to play,
first half) and set a school record Brown will most likely end his cawith 13 three-point field goals. Five reer in the third spot, as he trails
Musketeers contributed in the Tyrone Hill (Philadelphia 76ers) for
team's long-range performance, second place by 180 points.
including Brown, who was 5-of-8
"I have been here for a lot of
from three-point land.
years and seen many outstanding
"They play a good zone, but we two-guards," said Prosser. "Guys
just had to keep moving," said like Jamie Gladden, Jeff Massey,
Brown. "Coach stressed having Byron Larkin and Michael Davennew faces in new places because if port. I think Lenny Brown has ceryou move against that zone you are tainly joined that group of outstandgoing to get open."
ing two-guards."

On Tap
Wednesday, March 77

Sunday, March 2 7

•Men's basketball vs
Princeton at 7:30 p.m.

•Baseball vs. Toledo at noon.

•Baseball at Cincinnati at 6
p.m.
Friday, March 79

•Women's tennis vs.
Bowling Green at 2 p.m.
Saturday, March 20

•Baseball vs. Toledo at
noon.
•Women's tennis vs. Toledo
at2 p.m.

GAME of the WEEK
.MEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. PRINCETON

7:30 tonight at the
. Cincinnati Gardens

•Men's tennis at Miami at
noon.
Tuesday, March 23

•Baseball vs. Austin Peay at'
2p.m.

Home games are in bold
Home baseball gam.es are
held at Hayden Field.
Home men's basketball games
are held dt the
·
Cincinnati Gardens.
Home tennis matches are held
at Sawyer Point

BENCH COMES UP BIG
Although Brown and Posey
were the biggest statistical contributors to the victory over Wake Forest, the team would have never
come out on top without the play
of sophomore Maurice McAfee and
freshman Lloyd Price.
"Mo and Lloyd both gave us real
good energy off the bench in both
halves," said Prosser.
McAfee stepped up in the first
half with three key three-point field
goals. He finished the game with
14 points on 4-of-8 shooting from
the field and grabbed five rebounds.
Price was outstanding all night
for the Musketeers and came up
huge when the game was on the
line. A Wake Forest 5-2 run cut
XU's lead to 69-65 with 4:34 remaining in the game, but this is
when Price took over.
The next time down the court,
Price hit his seventh three-point
basket of the season. He then followed it up with a 15-footjumpshot
to give Xavier a 74-65 lead with
3:54 remaining in the game.
"It was a point in the game where
someone needed to step up and I
saw that there was an opportunity,"
said Price.
Price's spurt was the spark the
team needed as XU went on to defeat the Demon Deacons, 87-76.
The victory pushed Xavier to 2310 on the season and secured the
team a spot in the NIT quarterfinals.
"If you have to lose, and we all
have to eventually, you want to lose
to someone that works hard, does
it right and is a credit to the game,"
said Wake Forest coach Dave
Odom. "And Skip Prosser and his
staff are that."

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JASON TRIPLm

Senior Lenny Brown

Tonight's game_ will be the
last of the season for XU at
the Cincinnati Gardens, and
we really mean it this time.
With a trip to New York and a
spot in the NIT "Final Four"
on the line, the game should
be a highly competitive and
intense battle. So, although
the beer at the Gardens will
most likely not be green, it
will taste the same and you
can chug some of it while
watching the always exciting
Xavier Musketeers.
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UConntwopoints too sweet for XU
First~ever

Sweet 16 berth slips away from Xavier in final minute

BY MATT BARBER
Sports Editor

Xavier's firstwin in the women's.
NCAA Tournament, an 85" 71 victory over Florida International on
Friday night, will be remembered,
but the Musketeers' heartbreaking
86-84 Joss on Sunday night fo No.
4. and top-seeded Connecticut i~
front of over 10,000 hostile fans. _
will be talked about for years to
come.
·SECOND ROUND
UCONN 86, XAVIER 84

XU (24-9) Jed by four points
with 1:37 left in the game when
senior point guard Nikki Kremer,
having one of the bestgames of her
career, turned the ball ov.er. UConn
(29-4) took the turnover and turned
it into two points, making the score
84-82. Another Xavier turnover by
sophomore center Jeri Phillips
turned into two more points for the
Huskies and knotted the game with
1:01 to go.
Kremer was then fouled with 37
seconds left and went to the line for
two free throws and a chance to
break the tie in favor of the Musketeers. Having been successful on
all eight of her previous trips to the
FILE PHOTO
line, the points seemed like a sure Senior point guard Nikki Kremer (in white) finished her Xavier
thing. Only they were not. Kremer career by scoring a career-high 23 points against UConn.
missed both shots, and, on the ensuing flurry on the 9th er ~nd of the sophomore
. forward
Taru basket of the second half on a layup
... ·I
'
,.
.
. ,
..
c~~it, -sil~ fouled. uconn fres-hman Tuukkanen to take advantage of by sophomore guard Nicole
Griggs' quickness against the press. Levandusky, proving the first half
Tamika Williams, from Dayton.
Williams sank both free throws
Balcomb wanted her Musketeers was not a fluke: After a steal by
to put Connecticut ahead, 86-84, . to get through the first 10 minutes Levandusky and a short jumper by
with 7. I. seconds left, and Xavier of the game without being down by Tuukkanen, Xavier pushed its lead
was not able to get off a decent shot too much, after which, she thought; to IO points again, 57-47, with
at the other end of the court as time the confidence would kick in for 16:22 left in the game.
XU. Eight minutes into the game,
UConn trimmed Xavier's lead
expired.
Just like that, after denying Xavier was more than in it, the down from 10 points, but could not
UConn a lead since midway Musketeers had just taken their first get any closer than two points until
through the first half and playing lead of the contest on a three- · there was 7: 12 remaining when the
with all the emotion and concen- pointer by Griggs, 13-12.
Huskies tied the game at 72. Hotz
tration of a team that belonged in
The teams exchanged baskets made two free throws to push XU
the Sweet 16, the Musketeers had for the next few minutes, and, after back on top, but Connecticut again
a UConn three-pointer gave the tied things up, this time at 74.
lost..
"This is a tough way to Jose. I Huskies a 20-17 lead, Kremer anXavier worke\i its lead back up
am really proud of my players' ef- swered with a three to tie things to six points, 84-78, with 2:16 reforts and they should be proud of back up. Connecticut would. not maining, but did not score again as
themselves. The whole key to the lead again until the very end of the Connecticut put the game's final
game was that they believed we game. XU took the lead, 22-20, in eight points on the scoreboard to
could win, and so did I," said Xavier the first half with 9:31 to go on a win the game and ·earn a berth in
head coach Melanie Balcomb. layup by Tuukkarien, off a great the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tour"UConn turned up the pressure at pass by junior forward Kim Hotz.
nament.
the end of the game and we did not
execute."
BEATING THE D
GAME LEADERS
Xavier's post passing neutralFive Musketeers scored in
A HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT
. ized the Connecticut defense under double figures as the Musketeers,
Playing in UConn's Gampel Pa- the hoop for most of the game. The who rank third in the country in
vilion in Storrs, Conn., where sell- Huskies double team the opposition field goal percentage behind, who
out crowds for the Lady Huskies are when the ball is fed into the post. else, Connecticut and Tennessee,
the norm, the Musketeers had ev- Xavier defeated the double-team by shot 47.5 (28-59) percent for the
ery right to be intimidated. The passing to the player left open who game, including a blazing 60 peronly loss UConn had suffered in would cut to the basket for an easy cent from three-point range (9-15).
Gampel in the last 65 games was at layup. The first ·few times XU XU scored 19 of its points from the
the hands of two-time defending passed out of the double-team, they free throw line, missing just four
national champion Tennessee. failed to convert the shot in the first such shots all game, but two of
Most of those 64 wins were by huge half.
those misses came at the very end
margins as well. Winning, and winXavier's largest lead of the first of the game when they could have
ning big, is the way the Huskies get half came with 2:33 remaining given Xavier a two-point lead.
things done in Gampel.
when another Kremer three pushed
Kremer, playing in her last game
Yet, Xavier was not intimidated. the margin to ten points. UConn as a Musketeer, matched a careerThey came out with poise and ended the half by going on an 8-2 high and was the game-high scorer
ban.died the Connecticut press, scoring run to close the deficit to with 23 points, 17 of which came
which usually forced the opposition four points, 40-36, as the first half in the first half. Kremer was 3-4
into 25 or more turnovers per game,·· ca.me to a close.
behind the three-point arc, 8-10 at
with .little or no problems. Freshthe foul lirie, dished out six assists,
man gu¥d Katie Griggs 'was moved
FIRST HALF NO FLUKE
recorded two steals and only turned
into the sta~ting line-up in place of
The Musketeers scored the first the ball over six times against

UConn's withering full-court press.
Levandusky poured in 15 points
and grabbed a team-high six rebounds. Griggs scored 14 points,
Hotz had 12, Tuukkanen, 11, and
Phillips had nine points to round out
the Musketeer scoring.
"We really believed we could
win this game," said Balcomb. "I
sensed it with the players, and I
think they're shocked they lost. It's
not arrogance, it's just what we
practice for."
"I hope I can put it aside," said
Kremer during a teary press conference after the game. "I know those
free throws will be with me for a
while. I wanted to be· the one to
shoot them, I've always wanted to
be the one to shoot them, this time I
just did not make them like I usually do."
The game, televised coast to
coast on ESPN2, provided Xavier
with a forum to build its national
reputation. The ESPN analysts,
Robin Roberts, Mimi Griffith and
Rebecca Lobo, all praised XU for
their effort against the heavily fa. vored Huskies. At one point, talking about how well Xavier handled
UConn's press, Griffith exclaimed,
"Nikki Kremer, you 're the greatest!"
FIRST ROUND
XAVIER 85, FLORIDA INTL 71

Friday night's match-up between
eighth-seeded Xavier and ninth~
seeded and No. 22 Florida International (23-7) featured the two most
prolific play-makers in the nation
this year. FIU senior point guard,
Dalma Ivanyi, led the nation in assists per game this season at 9.2 entering the game. Kremer ranked

second in the country, averaging 8.7
apg coming into the contest. Both
teams played an up-tempo style of
basketball that pushed the pace of
the game .
Xavier scored first, as
Levandusky stole the ball and
passed to Kremer, who found an
open Tuukkanen. Tuukkanen's
jumper was good for two points, and
Xavier pushed its early lead to six,
before Florida International made a
short run.
The Golden Panthers' only lead
in the game came with 16:34 to go
in the first half when Ivanyi drained
a jumper to give FIU an 8-6 lead.
That lead lasted all of 21 seconds
when Tuukkanen kicked the ball
back out to Kremer who, open on
the perimeter, made good on a threepoint attempt to put XU back on top,
9-8. The Musketeers never looked
back.
Xavier's lead became 10 points,
then 12, then 14 with 3:37 left in

the half, when the Musketeers led
3 8-24. Florida International
trimmed XU's lead to 11, 45-34,
as the half came to an end. The
only blemish for Xavier was when
Kremer was whistled for her third
foul just over 10 minutes into the
game. Sophomore point guard Jen
Parr came off the bench and played
solidly in Kremer's absence.
THE SECOND HALF

In the second half, FIU reduced
XU's lead to six points, 49-43, with
16:47 remaining in the game.
Three-and-a-half minutes later, the
Musketeers had rebuilt their lead
to l2 points, 59-47. Xavier's largest lead of the game came with 7 :25
left in the game when a Phillips
layup pushed the margin to 17
points, 72-55.
The Golden Panthers did close
to within six points with 1:05 left
in the game, 77-71, but, forced to
foul to get the ball back, FIU
watched the game slip away with
every free throw that Xavier converted on. XU's last 10 points all
came from the free throw line as
they prevailed, 85-71.
GAME LEADERS

Kremer won the assists battle,
dishing out seven, while I vanyi had
only four. However, lvanyi did
score 23 points to Kremer's five.
Levandusky paced the Musketeer
scoring attack with 23 points, followed by Tuukkanen with 19,
Phillips with 16 and Hotz with 13
points. Phillips also pulled down
seven rebounds to lead XU.
Levandusky managed six steals
against FIU; which put her at 83
for the season, passing the school

record of 81, which she set last
year.
The win was Xavier's first ever
in the NCAA Tournament. The
only other time the Musketeers received a bid was as the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Tournament Champions in the 1992-93
season when they lost to Clemson,
70-64, in the first round.
SCHOOL RECORDS

Kremer ends the year holding
the school records for assists in· a
season (275) and career (543).
Carol Madsen held the old marks
of 212 (1993-94) and 518 (199194). Levandusky's new season
steals record is 85, beating the
record she tied last year by four
steals. Levandusky also set the
school record for three-pointers in
a season with 94. The old record,
also set by Madsen, was 68 in
1991-92.
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Rifle seventh at NCAA· Championship
Juziuk finishes ninth in air rifle and is named· First Team All-American
BY AMJAD ZAHRA
Sports Writer

Hoping to follow up on the successes achieved in their last two seasons, the Xavier rifle· squad concluded its successful 1998-99 campaign by competing in the NCAA
Championships at the University of
Norwitch in Northfield, Vt., where
they finished seventh with 6,102
points.
Two years ago, Xavier fielded
the national champion air rifle team,
and last year, senior Karyn Juziuk
was the individual air rifle national
champion.
The Musketeers were able to
qualify for the NCAA Championships by finishing this year ranked
as one of the top nine rifle squads
in the country, which many other
teams at much larger universities
can only dream to achieve.
Juziuk, distinguishing herself as
one of the top shooters in the country last year in winning the air rifle
competition, finished ninth among
shooters this year with a score of
388. Her team-high score of 1,163
led Xavier in the smallbore team
competition.
Juziuk was named a First Team
All-American in air rifle and was

an Honorable Mention in three-position, as well. as being named an
Academic All-American. Two
weeks ago she was named to the
Midwest American Rifle Conference First Team in air rifle and Second Team in combined guns.
Freshman Danielle Langfield
finished 18th in the individual air
rifle competition, earning herself a
spot as a Second Team All-American, as well as being an Academic
All-American. She was also given
an Honorable Mention in air rifle
in the MARC. Her 386 in the team
air rifle competition was second on
the team behind Juziuk.
Another noteworthy performance was turned in by junior Shari
Jedinak, who had a solid effort finishing second on Xavier in the team
smallbore event by piling up 1,149
points. Jedinak and junior Rebecca
Brattain were also named Academic
All-Americans.
The University of Alaska-FairBanks took home the overall Rifle
Championship, endi11g West
Virginia's four-year reign over the
team title. UAF fired off an NCAA
record 6,276 en route to the title.
The United States Naval Academy finished second with 6,168

points, followed by West Virgina
with 6,156 points. Fourth through
ninth places.were taken by Murray
State (6,154), Norwich (6,145),
Kentucky (6, 129), Xavier, Jackson-·
ville State (6,102) and the United
States Air Force Academy, who did
not field a smallbore team (1,515).
The Alaska-Fairbanks Nanooks
edged out the Naval Academy in the
smallbore event, 4,713-4,635. In
air rifle, UAF reached another
NCAA record 1;563 points to top
Murray State who amassed 1,543
points.
Although XU did not come up ·
victorious, head coach Alan Joseph
has a 'lot to look forward to, with
the talented shooters the team will
return next year: ·· The program
should continue to flourish in upcoming years due to the rapidly developing class · of freshmen
Langfield, Monique Couiure and
Michael Skeuse, as well as experienced veterans such as Jedinak and
Brattain. ·
However, Juziuk, along with
solid .senior shooter Ted Rozman,
wili. be tough to replace,. not only
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
because of their outstanding shooting, but because of the leadership Seniors Karyn Juziuk and Ted Rozman have enjoyed four
successful years shooting for Xavier.
they brought to the squad.

Men face Princeton in NIT Quarterfinals
'

.

\.

·;.

.

BY MATJ MADGES
Assistallt Sports Editor

When James Naismith created
the game of basketball over a hundred years ago, he did not give any
instructio'!_s as to how the game
should be played. Backthen, basketball was a simple game of toss~
ing a ball through a hoop, but the
sport has undergone many changes
over the decades and is not the same
simple game as it once was.
The complexity the game of basketball possesses will be on display
in tonight's NIT Quarterfinal game
between Princeton and Xavier. This .
game will be much more than a
contest between two teams; it will

be a contest between two drastically
different approaches to the way the
game of basketball is played.
Princeton runs a tightly controlled and efficient offense that has

Fresno State
CALIFORNIA
Northwestern
DEPA L

California
79-71
DEPAUL
81-77

Thursday

Pepperdine
COLORADO

CALIFORNIA
58-57

Colorado
65-61

become famous for its back-door
cuts. The Tigers like a slow tempo
and low-scoring games.
"I can just see our guys with
those back-doors looking like Linda

Blair in the Exorcist with their
heads spinning around," said coach
Skip Prosser.
Alternatively, the Musketeers
are known for their fast-paced, fullcourt pressure while hoisting longrange bombs from all over the
court. There is nothing slow about
Xavier's style of play; it is all-out,
all of the time.
With the significant differences
in the styles the two teams employ,
the outcome of the game will most
likely depend on who plays their
style longer.
The only previous meeting between the two schools was during
the 1989-90 season when they met

I.

in the opening rqund of the Met Life
Classic in San Francisco. Xavier
came away from the contest with a
72-65 victory.
However, Prosser, an assistant at
the time to Pete Gillen, remembers
it was not one of the Musketeers'
best performances.
"That whole game we made two
jump shots and one of them was a
Hail Mary at the end of the first
half," he said. "I can't ever remember Xavier doing that."
Princeton reached the NIT
Quarterfinals by defeating
Georgetown and North Carolina
State.

Home team in CAPS

.

Hofstra
RUTGERS
58-54
CLEMSON
78-68

RUTGERS
Georgia

77-57

CLEMSON
Seton Hall

Old Dominion
75-56
Butler
75-62
OREGON
57-64

Ore on
57-64
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Tonight 8:30
Nevada-Las Ve as

Nebraska
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
.101-89

KANSAS STATE
Texas Christian

TEXAS CHRISTIAN
72-71

t
BUTLER
51-50

Geer ia Tech

XAVIER
87-76

XAVIER
58-54

BRADLEY

Xavier
TOLEDO
Alabama

Wake Forest
73-57

Tonight 7:30

WAKE FOREST
Providence

NC STATE
92-86
Princeton.·
61-58

OLD DOMINION

NC STATE
Geer etown
PRINCETON
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

.womentlesetve
support
.

ntil this p~t week.~nd.' we 'Here '
]t's not thatthe team hasn't been
. among the many Xayier .stu- .. doing great, all year.. In fact; they
. dents. who·. attended. every single proved their ability to compete not
iri~n '.s ~aske~b,all_g~me, .~t:Jhe Gin~·. • .. only with Atlantic lQ tea.ms, against
cinilati Gardens •. but 0~1~ ~ttendea .whoi:n tliey iiad a "1innin'g ·record,
·one' w{?ril~ri\~a'.mein·~.easciit: Thi~ . 1:>1;1t 'also the top tellms ip the nation.
So' lefus ask you ~ while you
weekendi however,• we hacfthe op-.
por~u~nJty. fo. see 'a.·si,d~. oft~e ·were mourning theie]ection'of the
w6riieri ;s·tearnthat gave us·· more •men from .theNCAATourl1ainent,
re~son)o, be proud of· our -~chool ··.· did---yoll realiz~ Xavier has. ~nother
than any event' we;ve ever attencied basketball ·team; one who repre~~ *~vier .. :the :Worilell !~ NCAA .. sents our school with as much digToUiilamerit in Connecticut .
nity as the inen, if not more? ..
. Theiricredibie'spiiit, tafont~rid ·
As b1,md members who attended
detepninatiOnofthe women!s team. .the:toh'rnamenrto play for our
-·ih th~ flfstahd ~econd rounds of the
we saw how much this
N,CAA Touiltame~twere endugh to~~ team il~serves to. be supported ~
make 'anyone n~alize how much ::·. espebially ·'since. they play' .their
crediftliey. d~serve arid how little . hearts out to repres~nt YOU, .the
they'.Ye been getting. .
. . Xavier community..· .
'
. :• While all the Xavier news in
We saw the smiles on theirfaces
Cih~-innatLleading upto. the. tour~ arid the appreciation in their, eyes ·
~arilent
focused on the ' whenthey finally. had an excited
rii~n's t~am,
women Were qui- (yet small) group of student fans
etiypreparing the~s~Ives to ad- · there fo cheer them on. ·.
.
vance the. fuJ,"thest in, the history of
It's not just about the game anythe program.
.
more.. I(s about realizing th11t these
They not only made itto Uie sec- women have something to be proud
ond round, but also came within ofand letting them know that we 're two points of upsetting the No; 1 proud of them too, by simply go~
seed· Connecticut in. front of. thefr ing .to watch them play.
sellC:iut horrie crowd; .
• Trust us - they'll love you for
Being th'~re ~nd hearing th~ it
deafening roar of the .die~hard Con-Sarah Wood &
nectfotit fans' convinced us of the
Suzaririe Kroger
difficulty of this. feat.
Soph<_Jmores ·

I

0£/o's 2Jes/7£riji c5!ore .

.VILLAGE
DISCOUNT OUTLET
· 4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood;
9529 Pippin Rd., Cincinnati;
1813 Monmouth,. Newport

warned;

time was
Otrr

T~:::~ta~~~~~~l~~~~~ic:~~

·our .women'.s. basketball .team.
Thousands of·····enthtisiastic fans·
.
turned .out for Sunday's exciting
NCAAseconci round game, filling
the arena with sound. If only that
were the case in our own Schmidt
·Fieldhouse!
All' season
long,. the
Lady
Mus.
.·
. ·..
keteers remained unranked, but
play~d beyond the expectations of
almost everyone. In the end, it was
their own faith that brought them
further in the NCAA Tournament
than the team has ever gone before.
In a game they· were supposed
to lose, in an arena that was supposed to be intimidating and against
.one of the best teams in the nation,
the Xavier women could not have
represented the school better~ They
played a fantastic' game.. They
.showed. incredible determination,
heart and dignity. We could not
have asked anything more..
Even the Hartjord Courant con.ceded, "The Musketeers, after taking UConn to. the brink Sunday
night, showed they belong in the
Top 25." Now.it is time for Xavier
'

'

OnlyEleclrclogy ..

to support them as aTop 25 team.
•All Xavier student activities, not
just basketball, deserve support, bU:t
the women's' basketball team has
.been overshadowed by the men's
· team·. for too <tong. The UConn
women play before a full house.
Our Lady Musketeers deserve the
same, and they proved it this week. end.

.:....Rachel Burnside &
Laura Ricca
Sophomores

·ncinnati
creation
SUMMER WORK
OPPORTUNITY!.
THERAPEUTIC DAY
CAMP LEADERS
The Cincinnati Recreation Commission is
looking for enthusiastic,
energetic individuals fo ·•.
work.summer day camp'

.f~lf~=f;j'~~ ~~g~=:~~~l~~:~~~~li-~·.ElectrOlysis 'Wlthout,·~ ~:fci ~:~dc~~~o~~h

.'di~2~:m;if6'ri;.'
. . ..
liiaii FREE Cdn~ultation73
-

Convenient Midtown
location ·

.
Friday, from 9:30 a.m.' to
3:30 p.m., June 14
through Aug. 20. Various locations, $Et50 per ·
hour: Positions cur- -

. In the Age o(Lasers,
. .Electrqlysis is still your Be5t Bet! rently available for
'·
Gayle Kuppin · ..Spring Programs.•Call
Lice_n.:;ed by Medical Board
•3524614 for information
2181 Vicct;ory Pkwy
arid applibafiori

221-8942

• Nike. • Champion •
• Tommy Hilfiger •-.. Levi • Guess

.... -.,.., r
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'
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SHAKESPEARE'S CLASSIC ~DREAM' BRINGS'.FANTASY. TO LIFEAT
THE'CINCIN~ATI
SHAKESPEARE·
FE,STIVAL'
'
.
'
.
- '
.

'

'

-

.

'

' -

/,

....

~

.. ,. .

BY JAY KALAGAYAN

Leading this talented cast is the popuA. mass hysteria: of plots: Jar Puck, A stew of
Theseus, Duke of Athens, intends amphetamines and
to marry Hippolyta, Queen of the poetry with the grace
Amazons. His friend, Egeus, is en- of an inebriated garagedby his daughter Hermia's re- zelle, Khris Lewin
fusal to marry Demetrius. because · doe~· an excellent
she is smitten with Lysa~der; Uri~ .Robin Goodfellow.
fortunately, Egeus has already .ar- His performance is
ranged the marriage with Demetrius sure to be the standard
and Hermia. Helena, Hermia's by which audience
friend, is also smitten with members wm comDemetruis. And a group of Athe- pare other portrayals
nian tradesmen intend to put on a ' of the character.
· ··Nicholas Rose
play for Theseus' wedding.
·Also, in thefaii-ykingdom, King . plays Theseus and
Oberon and the Queen Titania are . Oberon. As Oberon,
fighting overi an In.dian bOy Ti ta- . Rose ··feeds off the
nia is rearing. Oberon, with hisser- critZed Puck' to add .a
vant Puck, decides to distract Tita- ·. rriania all his own.
PHOfO COURTESY OF CINCINNATI SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
nia with the love juice from a spe- The two dash through
cial flower.
the. play, causing Nicholas Rose and Anne Devereaux Vegas shine as Oberon and Titania,
Confused? Don't worry~ Read trouble and making King and Queen cifthe Fairies; in William Shakespeare's "A Midsummer
·
·
· amends when neces- Night's Dream:'
on.
THE GOOD
sary.
The sixth annual Lonely InDespite a large number of charDeb Heinig plays the rejected, plays, but CSF constantly tries fo heading to the Esquire..Could Cinstruments for Needy Kids Drive
·
acters and plots, despite almost ev-.. yet later endearing, Helena. She make the bard user7friendly. How.- cinnati th~atre have one up on the '
will take place at the Kenwoo9
·
ery a.ctor playing more than one does. a superb job with a perfor.; ever, if you are not a fan. of the Hollywood movie machine? ··'
Towne Centre near the food court
.BONUS WORD
role, the Cincinnati Shakespeare mance that is.not over-the-top like man's' works, then this production
on Saturday, March 20 from 10
is
nqt
for
you.
Festival _tackles
one
of Puck's, but keenly portrays the un. CSF's next season has been an'
Sh akespeare
· ,s most beloved com- appreciate
· d woman. M arm· p ena.m. to 5 p.m. and on Sunday,
THE WORD
nounced. A fe\\'. choice.hits such as
March 21 from noon to 5 p.m.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" Shakespeare's "The. Tempest". and
edies with smooth style and child- ning plays Hermia, the dwarf ball.
Donators of used instruments
· ·
· ··
ish enthusiasm.
of beauty, with energy and an aban~ is the type of quality production all. "Waiting ·for Go.dot" . by Samuel
for needy children will be given
a 10 percent discount from Me"A Midsummer Night's Dream" doned ·grace .as the play ensues. companies should strive to do when · Beckett are scheduled for perforis .well .paced and never slows Shakespeare sets Hermia up asthe performing theclassics. This is a mance.
dia Play. ·
down. TheJ"okes and pr.atfalls keep · typicalrof'.nantic beauty of.th.e. story performance which acknowledges
Next season's "The Oedipus
For niore information, contact
·
the audience in tears for some sec- and then ravages her with insults the past, contains th.e present's sen- Cycle" combines Sophocles' "OeKaren Tully at 55.6-3142 or
· · ·---·
··· · · · ,_ .. ·
Bethany Zink at
_
.
tions, and the cast has. a great un- and wild Q"eks through the woo~s. sibilities and can be appreciated in dipus Rex,'' "Oedipus at Colonus'~
556 2100
the future through memory and and "Antigone" in one long producderstanding of the language. Em· THE BAD
~omparison
to other productions:·
tion. It has the samefotentionS, but
phasis and body 'ianguage allow.
Getting hit in t,he ~nit is harsh. I
This summer, a movie version of does this rob the original plays of
even first-timers a general indica- counted three times when genital
The Cincinnati Art·Museum
'
tion of.what is being intended. The · contact was made with a foreign ob- ."AMidsummer Night's Dream'.' their rich dialogue and stories?.
THEINFO , . .
multi~plots are well defined and ject. · Despite my initial laughter, I · will be released starring a few big
will continue its "Smart About
Art" series with two seminars en~ .
names,
Hke
Michelle
Pfeiffer,
..
"AMi.dsummer
Night's Dream"
title.d · "An~i.· ety'. a~d·E.·.xP·.r~ssi~h~: ~·· µever get really confusing. The ac- ·• do not find the idea entirely pleas-·
... tors shape eacli role' 'thei play. in ' ing. ''
Kevin Kline, Calista Flockhart and
runs
until
March
28.
Better get your
'-·
ism ih t.he 20th Century" on Tues·
· ·
· ··
·
·
combination with beautiful· COS"
Most theatre-goers are afraid of Stanley Tucci. It would be nice if ti~kets quickly; word has it some
day,' March 23 and Saturday,
. ttimes by Joe Kovacs to create. the Cliff,icul.t tiin. 'co. mprehe.nding .· the movie masses would check out of the dates are sold out
..
March 27, from 10:30 a.m. fo
th~ language usea in Shakespearean the terrific CSF production before
unique individual characters.
For ti~kets, call 381~BARD..
2:15 p.m.
Registration is required for the
seminars. Cost is $20 for mem-COMING ATTRACTIONSbers and students and $25 ·for the
general public. ·
The Humana Festival of New American Plays
For more information, call
(Pictured left) The Elliots, Jo- Humana Fesitval of New American
721-0300.
seph (Graeme Malcolm) and his Pl~ys, on stage now through March
· wife, Joanne (Lucinda Faraldo), 28;'
· For more information or to pur..
contend with disaster when their
"Throne of Straw," a drama
chase
tickets, call the Actors' Thelives
are
drastically
altered
by
an
set in the Polish ghetto of Lodz
atre
box
office at (502) 584-1205.
unseen,
computer~generated
force
during the Holocaust, will be perThe
Newswire
has sent theatre
in
the
Actors'
Theatre
of
Louisville
formed at Temple Ohav Shalom
critic
Jay
Kalagayan
to this nirvana
p~oduction of Arthur Kopit's drama
in Blue Ash on March 18, 20, 25
of
new-work
festivals;
so watch
"Y2K."
and 27 at.8 p.m. and March 21
riext
week
for
a
full
review.
The
play
is,
one
of
five
fulland 28 at 2 p;m.
length pieces featured as part of the
Ticket prices are $10for genTickets are now on sale for the
April 9 performance Of ska band
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones at
the College ofMount Saint Jo..
seph.
Tickets are available through
Ticketmaster and at the Jean
Patrice Harrington StudentCenter information desk. Cost is
$19.75 for students with a valid
college ID and $22 for tbe general public.
A limited number of tickets
for will go on sale for college students only on Saturday, March 20
at 9:30 a.m. At that time, Mount,
students can purchase tickets at
$14.75, and students .ff.qm other.
colleges can purchase tickets for
$16.75. Students .must come to·
campus to buy tickets.
For more lnformatfon; contact
the college at 244~4900.

Diversions Writer

Instrument drive

Get art smart

e

Temple drama·

eral admission and ·$8 for students and seniors.
For more information, contact
Miriam Rosenb~rg at 541-3044.

Gypsy cin~ma
Two French films by Gypsy
director Tony Gatlif will be
shown at the .Wexner Center for·
the Arts on Thursday, March 18
at7 p.m.
Cost of admission is $5 for the
'general public, $4. for.Wexner
Center Members, students and
senior citizens, and $2 for children under 12. ·
For more information or tickets, call (614) 292-9923.

,,·,··

live.Wires

New··.Release:s·
The following were due for release on March 17 ...
'

Various Artists, Burning London: The Clash Tribute (Epic) [with
Indigo Girls, Mighty Mighty Bosstones; 311, Rancid; Silverchair, No
Doubt, and more] ... Soundtrack, Go (WORK Grqup) ..• Ti~a Arena,
In Deep (Epic) ... Buck-0-Nine, Libido (TVT) .. : Ray Cliarles, The·
Ultimate Hits Collectipn (Rhino); .. Jethro Tull, Warchild (Mobile
Fidelity) ... Great White, Great Zeppelin: A Tribute to Led Zeppelin
(Cleopatra) ... June and the Exit Wounds, 'A LittliMore Haven
Hamilton, Please(Paraso1) .;~ Mojo Nixon, The Real SockR~yBlue
(Shanachie) .~ .. Stevie Raf Vaughan, GreaiestBits Vol.'2(Legacy) ..... ·.
... all dates are tentative.

Wednesday, March 17 •..

Saturday, March 20

Stabbing Westward
w/Placebo
@Bogart's

Funkytown
@ Blue Note Cafe .

Thursday, March 18

Imogen Heap
. w/ Rufus Wainwright
@Bogart's

Tuesday, March 23
Grinspoon
w/Boiler
and Godsmack
.@1'op Cat's
and
·
Jive Aces
@Swing Lounge

· Wednesday, March 24
Southern RockAllstilrs
·@·smokin;Monkey
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· Unlikel~ heroes reign on the Silver screen
.'A FAMOUS.MASTER. CRIMINAL AND AN EVERYDAY JOE HELP REDEFINE rHE ROLE OF TODAY'S HOLLYWOOD LEADING MAN
The rest. of Howard's film fol~

BY NATHAN DUKE .

..

ing~class

hero who

<·:~: . p1v~rsions_:';f_r.itef,_:: ·.• ., ,.·.. ''tows :ir;d~s ris~'to stard~ni. lt.i~huge .· riever worked a day in

.:They .dori't say~ the World fropi . fart.following ancl, finally, thefall: his' life:" This hero is
crashing asteroids, destroy ten-story . ingapart 'ofhis lifebecause ofhiS Martin .
Cahill
lizards ·or ·uncover the truth. about lack of privacy. . . .
.
. (Brendan Gleason), a
all~n invasiOns,' tiut the ti~likely
While "The Trum~~ Show,'' ~f Dublin gangster/thief
heroes of Ron Howard's and John favorite film cif.1998, took a dra- who wa~ assassinated
Bdomi~n '.s latestfil~s; '.;EDtv'' ~nd matic approach. fo the concept 6'f in 1994. Considered
"The General,'; respectively, are ~edia manipulation,·'~EDtv'~ Jakes . b:Y'iiiany D~bliners a~., .
more .colorfuf than 'alq}ost any of a more comediC ~ogle, boasting a a modern day Robin
HoHyw.ood's recent action heroes. cast which defines "star-studded" Hood, Cahill was
)iEDtv'' would bestbe described . · --,- Dennis Hopper, ,Elizabeth known . .for· several
. asaAof11hi11ation bf~'The Tr~man . Hurley, Jenna Elfman, Martin elaboratebankrobberShciw'.' and MTV's "The: Real ; Laridau.;and e~~nR,u Paul. . ·. ,·
ies and brilliant ·,
w6~1d:" The hero ofHoward's film.
What makes "~Dtv" work well schemes he pulled off
..is a.beer drinking, ,30~something. ; ~is its cast's ability to play their rotes • throughout his career.
. J.on Voight plays
video. Clerk named Ed (Matthew so. convincingly.. McConaughey
. MtC~n~ughey); While E4 d~~s DC?t brings charm to the "average foe'' . Sgt. Kenny, Cahill 's.
hilve~ahy peculiar talents and'is no.t· character of Ed,.DeGeneres is'hu~ long.time nemesis,
of great infoHigenc~,Jl~· ~s.'ch~IJn;., morous as th.e show'.s creator, . who .becomes some- .·
. frig and: has the ability .tq tell sto- Elfman is convincing ad:<:d·s· girl" what obsessed while
· ·rie{weii.. · · · · · ·
·
· · frfond:(wh6 becomes fed up: with ·pursuing the.infamous ·
,
. True TV, a popular Discovery the lack of privacy his show fos- thief, which may
Chamiel~escjue station :wh,ich .spe- .·.. ters) and Landau's performance as cause some to draw · Matthew McConaughey (left) and Woody Harrelson play the Pekurny
.cializes in; presenting out-of~the-· ·Ed's stepfather is both corriiCal and comparisons to the Brothers, Ed arid Ray, in the new Ron Howard comedy "EDtv:'
ordinary documentaries, decides to heart-felt.
characters of Jean /
·
·
·
It is Harrelson, however, who Valjean and Javert from Victor in hi.s way and he even nails a · Voight's performance is almost
. devote their_channel's latest effort
.friend~s hands to.a pool table when good enough to inake me forget his
· to the: story of an· ii;tdividu~l's ev~ steals the ·show ·as the dim-witted, Hugo's "Les Miserables."
·. eryday life. During ·a·trip to a bar wanna-be Casanova; Ray. A scene
The film follows the events he thinks he is. being ~heated out of .roles in "Most Wanted'' and "Varwhere Ed· and h_is brother, Ray · in which he is trying to "entertain" which take place from the early some money.,.
.sity Blues;"
.
(Woody Harrelson), han'g out, tvvo some female company, talk to his days of Cahill 's career to his assas: Boorman does .not hesitate to
With ''The General" and the reof True TV's cameramen tape· in-. · br~ther and apologize to his girl- sina~ion five. years ago. While sho\V·both the good arid bad sides cent success of "Payback," Mel
·... terviews vvith possible contestants. . friend (who just found out he was Cahill 's anti-hero: chara_cter.is. ob- of Cahill 's per,sonality, causing the Gibson's· latest film, movie-goers
".fhe head of the project (Ellen cheating on her on national.televi- viously. glo#fied, the ruthless .and audience to despise him while at the · should take note that fo be a hero in
DeGen!?,res), after seeing his inter- 'sion) all at the same time could be brutal side of his personality is ap~ · same time admiring his cleverness a Hollywood movie, one does not
view; convinces the director. of pro- used as proof of his comic ability. parent as welt He intimidates those in outsmarting the police.
.necessarily have to be flawless ..
gramming (Rob Reiner) Ed is the
The hero of "Th~ General''. is who are asked to testify against him,
Gleason's portrayal. of "The
EDtv
man she wants to documen!: ·
described in the film as ''a work- hethreatens to kill those who stand General" isquite.mem9rable,;while
THE QENER;\L ***~
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·~·ave yQllr quarterS'for D()nkey,Kong
"WING COMMANDER' SHOULD HAVE SPARED THE CINEMA AND STAYED IN THE ARCADE

. sage to the fightercraft carrier ''Ti- Disney's "Operation Dumbo
· This gaffe is forgivable, since fighter plane is shoved to the edge,
ger Claw," warning the~ of the ... Drop."
· ·
every movie that aims at "Star where it calmly falls downward
lri the opening sC:erie'of Wing presence of a Kilrathi fleet in their
Shakespearean veteran David Wars" requires loud explosions in despite having no gravitational
Co~mander, a static, garbled· old vicinity; .
Suchet (Captain Jason Sansky, for- space, but the next· string of mis- force .to pull it below.
Worse, the movie ends with a
excerj>t from JFK's farrious"we
These Kilrathi, a war-like race merly PBS's "Poiron, is merCi~ takes is not.
will ex..plore space because· it is . of giant space cats, will stop at noth- fully killed by the space cats when.
Trying to give their spitfire"like · Kilrathi fleet being sucked into a
there," speech transfixes. the audi- •.. ing to destroy the human race, and they recognize hi01 as the sole shred . fighters a retro look; the pilots shoot black hole. The black hole, how. bullets and not lasers at their. en- ever, isn't black, but instead radience with a challenging vision of . must be delayed as long as possible . ofactualtalent irlthis blunder.
the new frontier.
by the Tiger Claw. bf(fore they can .· · •What. truly disturbed me about emies; Assuming that combustion ates an immense amount of light as
·
of the gunpow- it draws in passing asteroids. What
That distant, haunting echo' is, make the jump to
sad to say, the only thingwofih see- Earth space.
. der could even the producers fail to account for is
ing in "Wing Commander," a
Lu.ckily for
.be achieved in that by their very definition, black
botchecldudofaSpaceWesternthat Earth; the space .
the vacuum of holes cannot be seen.
mi.xe.s the space~Hke vacuity of a pilots are ready.
space, the proThere is no reason to see this
daytime soap with the lack of .. to ·. kick .... some
· ducers fail to ac- movie; it should never have left the
count" · for computer screens of those who play
imagination that is the sine q~a non space~cat ass.
of all cinematic efforts spun from On board the TiNewton!s Third the video game. Watching "Wing
ger Claw, young•·..
Law, . which Commander" _will only lead to the
popular video-games~
•:JFK's .vision of space, it turns Maverick arid
should push the loss of your time and money, a proout, is actually filledwith schlocky Maniac . hone, ·
. spacecraft bac.k found disillusionment with the state
aliens, bad dialogue, second-rate their dog~fight. .'sl.lbstantially in . of contemporary American cinema,
the frictionless and a strong hatred of all things sciacting, boring ploMwists, and a bla- ing skills while
·environment of ence fiction.
tant, disturbing disregard forJhe simultaneously·
l~~s of physics in this sci~nce fie- .. romancing the
,space every time
If you still see this movie in spite
of
my
caveat, then you'rejust plain
• crew's supply of
· . . PHOTO cou~bF'TWENTIErii ci:NT~Rv Fox a magazine of
don.mistake.
· ·" ·
F:irsi off, the 01ain~haracters . photogenic
·
·
· ···
rounds is fired pathetic. To end on an ominous
have all the cardboard flatness that butchy young fe~ Freddie Prinze,Jr. (left)' holds his injured buddy Matthew
. off, forcing the note, Jake Lloyd, hero of the upyou woqld expect from a movie · male cadets with Lillard in "Wing Commander:' .
. .. . .
l i g ht weight coming "Sfar Wars" episode, re·adapted from a shoot-'em-up com~ . discussfons over whether. it takes/ this movie; howe-ver, aside from the.· fighter crafts to expend a prohibi- portedly declared "Wing Computer ganie. 'The plot revolves · testicl\~s or ovaries fo effectively worthless nature ofits plo(charac- . tive amount of fueUn cou.nter ac- mander" to be "Bad ass!" after he
around space cadet Christopher pilot fightercrafts. Call it "The Real ters and acting,
was the. .total
disreceleration just to.keep still in. the saw'it.
.
·. '
..
"Maverick" Blair (Freddie Prinze, · World".in space. ,
gard for the laws of physics. To · dogfight.
· .
·If the new "Star Wars" is· anyJr.), the Space Academy;s ''secondThe horribly flat characters are start with the basics, '.'Commande(' ·
Again, the ships float through where near as 'bad ass' as "Wing
best" pilot behind his. friend Tho- only worsened through bad acting, boasts. several mediocre dogfight deep space, independent of outside Commander,'' then George Lucas is
mas "Maniac" Marshall, played by typified by Saffron Burrows and scenes which all end in foud explo- gravitational fields; and yetthe sure to be tarred and feathered come
. · Sream 's rubber-'faced villain, Mat- Ginny Holder as. the protagonist's sions .. For those of us who remem- ·· handsome young.space cadets mys- May19.
thew Lillard. . ·. .
.
headstrong female counterparts, ber "Alien,'' we ~hould ·be a~are .teriously stick to the floor in a ship
Rating:
·.••.The pair, along ~ith their cap~~ ":Angel" -and !'Rosie," and by that in space, no one can hear you designed like Alter Hall with rocket
tain, Comman.der Jarnes Taggart,· Tcheky Karyo · (Commander explode, since sound does not ex- boosters. When Rosie crash~lands
are assigned todeliverasecretmes~ .Taggart), the. French ham from ist..
onto the ship's deck, her crumpled
.BY DAN GALLAGER
Diversions Writer
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Tevin Campbell
Tevin Campbell
(Qwest/Warner Bros.)

THEXAVIER NEWSWIRE

EA R-

which finds Campbell .releasing
some gospel passion with success.
Also, "Dandelion" catches
Campbell at his emotional zenith.
The.subtlety of this number elicits
a soft sigh. (Although, I am still
trying to figure out why he feels it
necessary to include a Spanish version of the song.)
.·
Fans of Campbell will enjoy this
disc, no doubt. He evolves very
•little in his song selection (lr r rP ·.
sentation.
· ".
However, he is y;_·c:· ·.
recognize the need to de\l;k·, ..
artist before maintaining a series of
hit records. The futiire is open for
Campbell if he finds the right remedy for .the small problems contained on this disc.
This CD earns $$.

Childress. Childress perfonns ad-.
, mirably, showing yet .anotherJacet ·
· of the growing process of Collective Soul. It is clear that the band
is willing to shed its old label· and
truly experiment to'find new styles .·
and sounds.
However, the· old style .of Col~.
·
lective Soul is not lost altogether,
In the chorus of track 11, ·~crown,"
there is a hint of the ola brooding
grunge-rock, angst-flavor: that put. · 7;·,ei:· .:;rst CD, Hints, Allegations,
ond Things Left Unsaid, on the map:
· Despite the airy background accompaniment in the song, Roland
maintains a· hard vocal line that
might remind many fans of the
ofiginal Hints sound that some critics compared to that of Eddie
Vedder, frontman of Seattle's Pearl
Jam.
-Adam Ziemkiewicz,
All in all, Dosage is a serious
· Diversions Writer effort by a steadily growing band. ,
This newest CD might be. a strong
argument that Collective Soul is · •
more than a pretender;
Gone are the dime-a-dozen
power chords. Gone is,_the long-_
haired burnout image of all-tootemporary stardom.
Rising from the ashes of a
grunge band with MTV Buzz Clipgenerated stardom is a group with
real promise.
Chances are, you already have .
heard more than a few of Collec··
tive Soul's songs. ·If you like any .
of them, I suggest you· give D9sDosgge_. ·
age a spin.
·.· · (Atlantic)
This CD earns $$$. ·
...
A few years ago; C?Hective Soul
1
• :)
'--Johathan
MoskO, ··
flasned. ac"toss •the. alternative;mu~
Asst. Div_ersio11.s.Editor
sic scene with their .ow11\retsibn of

Some albums overwhelm with
their beauty, seemingly flowing
with some magical quality seldom
achieved in the music industry.
Tevin Campbell's new album falls
considerably short of this cate,gory..
Some al.bums emerge as the-·
most deplorabie pieee of craftsmanship, seemingly devoid of any creativity. Campbell's new disc also
avoids this category.
Tevin Campbell, the smooth, 22year-old R&B sensation, releases ··
this self-titled album that is the personification of mediocrity.
The songs are confined by empty
arrangements; nothing astronomically innovative.here. ·
The softer numbers,. for which
Campbell's voice is tailor made,
lack a certain definitive quality, the
worst being the unfortunate ''For.
Y,our Love," which corners
Campbell's vocals bet\Veen an almost unnoticeable. string arrangement and the frequen't intrusion of
a hl!-rp; . .
" '
..
The best number is "Since I Lost
Yoti," which-begins with an acous- . biJbble~gum pop/rqck: Theirhand:
tic guitar sounding suspiciously like. · .· fui:of~iis, includi~g:[~hi~~/": ~'.The
James Taylor's "Fire ·and Rain:'' World'! Have kriowri';:~rid "Gel"
Campbell overcomes this musical were no doubt played to death on
comparison as he almost whispers the radio wherever you were at thethe song, giving the apparent sad- time.
ness in the lyrics' ex"tra emotive
They seemed like every other
power. However, the song is shad- early '90s grunge band - maybe a
owed by the drone of the drum few songs will hit the air, nothing
machine and an occasional chord special. With a few exceptions,
from a keyboard.
they'd be gone in a matter of
Campbell tries upbeat numbers months.
and fails with exclamation. The
Nearing the tum of the century,
beat increases and he seems mired Collective Soul has re-emerged, a
in the balladeer vocal arrangement. few years and a few albums. wiser.
He cannot overcome the desire of This time, Dosage is the name of
his voice, which is to sing slow, ro- the game, and it seems the boys are
mantic songs.
looking to create a new image for a
"Another Way" is typical up- band that once was scoffed at as
beat disaster. Uncoordinated drum Ii ttle more than garage-band
machine meets incorrigible lyrics: grunge.
"Early in the mom in' round 3 a.m.
The first few sorigs on the new
/lyingwithagirlnamedKim/With CD are a testament to Collective
a glass of gin, sippin' on it I About Soul's experimentation with modto hit the skins."
ern industrial/techno styles to
These lyrics might work if complement their customary guitarCampbell's quiet voice recognized driven rock, not unlike 311 's 1997 the necessity to alter his delivery. effort Transistor.
However, it is not very likely that
The addition of technobea.ts to
this song would work with anyone modem music seems .to be a growat the helm. Some songs are just ing trend, but with Dosage, the band
that bad. ·
still makes it known that they, not
Perhaps Campbell needs to es- the synthesizer, are the center of the
tablish.an actual producer. He had show.
four people producing this album,
. But that's not all there is to Dosso any continuity is lost: Unless, age. There are even a few surprises,
of course, you count the fact that like track number seven, "Ru~,"
many of the songs sound very simi- (also included tn the soundtrac_k of
Jar.
the movie "Varsity Blues") and an ·
This alb~m. is, indeed, medioc- ·. untitled bonus track featuring a harrity at its finest: equal parts good 01onious string.section, in-ad.dition
·
and bad. I warn you to beware of to synthetic sound. .
"Losing All Control," another
Also, on _track number six,
empty attempt at an upbeat tune.
"Dandy Life," the usual lead singer,
Instead, I recommend to you Ed Roland, takes a breather and
"Don't Throw Your Life Away," hands the ban to lead guitarist Ross

Colle~tl~e"soul
••· • .

'·.·

'

• • -!··

'"',·.

$$$$ This disc is worth more
than you paid for it.

$$$ Pick this up the next
time you're atthe.
record store. .·
. .
$$ This is worth dubbiri~g
from a.friend.
$Don't even bother.
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Interested in a career in
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. .· Enroll now in the Master of Science in Physical·Therapy at
·Wheeling Jesuit University. Applications are now being
.·. accepted for aMay ·10th class start

··The professional program
< ·.

· .· ·

featur .e:::,~e;t~i:~~::~;

Clinical rotations
·· ,· • 2yearfu!Hime program

Applicati9Ildeaciline March 26, 1999. - :, · - ·
. ·
GaIICarol Carroll attB00-873-7665 to request additional .
information and an application packet. ·
· · .·
;-....
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Ever have
your tastebuds
welded together?
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JOHN CARROLL
UNIVERSl1Y
SUMMER 1999
Our catalog of ~11mmer clm;ses is
ready to be mailed to you. 111c

catalog gives you a complclc listing
of our course ofletings, special
workshops, and travel programs.

Call today for our St1mmcr Cal'alog.

Sessions beginning
May;June, and July
To request a catalog:

BE A LEADER-IN I BIGB TECH FIELD.
While signing up for your high
Army. An Army that's on the
tech courses, sign up for Army
cutting edge of high technol- ogy. ROTC provides hands-on
ROTC too. ROTC is a. college
elective that develops in ~ADERSH1p leadership training. Valutalented students the skills
able training that prepares
and confidence to lead and
you for a military or a
become officers in today's
civilian career.

·ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call

-.

745-10~2

Call u'i at 216-.~97-4257

or e-mail us at mkeavener@jcu.edu
EASY- HEGISTHATJON
CONVENIENT LOCATION

SMALL CLASSES• FREE PARKING

Free preunancv tests
24 hour helpline

·321-3100
Pregnancy Problem Center, East, Inc.
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Bitter is finished. We're past
that, moving on with our lives. So
the men beat two teams that are in
the Sweet 16. Whatever. So the
women came within a sketchy foul
call of beating dynastiC UConn.
Who cares? So we're still getting
random snow storms in the freaking middle of March. We're way
over it. So Spring Break has come
and departed a long time since, and
still no one is motivated to do
homework. No big whoop. (Of
course, I'm assuming here that
most of my fellow students inadvertently carried the North American Lazy Bug, native of warm,
southern climates, home with
them from break.) Can you guess
what's coming? Yep, right on.
Denial ain't just a river in Egypt,
it's our theme o' the week. Be on
the look out.
Isn't the French vanilla coffee
in the Grill about the best thing
ever? I swear they must put some
sort of addictive substance in
there, perhaps some powdered,
tasteless stuff: I just can't get
enough. You 're the same way, I
krtow. It's always good to indulge,
but stop being such.a coffee snob.
Branch out a little, for the love of
Chock Full o' Nuts. The Inter~
national Cotfee Hour is here to
facilitate this new experience,
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the
Romero International Center.
St. Patrick was Irish and your
butt is turning purple right now.
What do both of these statements
have in common? They are both
false. Hopefully. Now that you
are armed with this morsel of info,
please celebrate accordingly with
SAC's St. Paddy's Day Jam '99.
Featured at this festival will be live
Irish music, featuring our own
Grian. As a brief side note, I wish
to bestow the first ever Glowing
Calendar Endorsement on said
band. They will rock your Celtic
ASSISTANT TEACHERS
FulVpart-time for toddler &
preschool program. Competitive salary, EOE. Send cover
letter & resume to Education
Coordinator, 1607 Mansfield
St., Cincinnati, OH 45210 or
call 621-3032.
HELP WANTED
100 Instructors/Counselors needed. Co-ed sleepaway camp. Pocono Moun·
tains, Pennsylvania. Over 60
land/water activities. Good
salary/tips! 1·800-422-9842
(www.campcayuga.com).
HELP WANTED
Deliver for a florist position,
includes floral delivery, listing
& general tasks. Knowledge of
city & clean driving record a
must: Full-time or part-time
a.m. available. Hourly pay +
benefits. Apply at or send
resume to Adrian Durban Florist, 3401 Clifton Ave. Cinti.,
OH 45220.
FOR RENT
Female roommate needed
for summer for June-Aug.
House within walking distance
to campus. Reasonable rent.
Call Stephanie, 985·5935.
FOR RENT
Hyde Park roommate
needed to rent a renovated
house. Month to month rental
OK. Washer & dryer. From
$200·$320, Includes utilities.
Call 321-2144.

like that. Janina is here to spread
her message to all via the Classical Piano and Guitar Series. Be at
the University Center Theatre at
2:30 p.m. to hear her pound out
the good word on the old ivories,

>By Jennah Durant >To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.
world when you see them. And
you will see them. Anyway, also
prominent at any such fest are the
three Irish "Gs:" green beer,
Guinness and cabbage. (Just pretend "cabbage" starts with a "g"
for me.) The fun starts at 12 p.m.
outside the University Center and
it don't stop 'til the break of dawn.
Or maybe 2:30 p.m.

Ii; lll ifj IJ!\'I
March 18
"I grew up a coal miner's
daughter, but now I'm a big fat
country star." Loretta Lynn made
those lyrics famous years ago.
Well, probably she didn't since
I'm pretty sure I just made them
up. Whatever she said, go and
hear for yourself as Ms. Lynn
makes an appearance for all the
high rollers at Grand Victoria Casino at 7:30 p.m. If you play
blackjack, just remember that you
always double down on 11.
You say the word "Styuka" in
front of your hometown crew to
sound mysterious and impressive.
"We do wacky things at Xavier,"
is what Styuka probably means to
your friends. Impress them even
further by entering the Styuka
Battle of the Bands. The last
band to withstand the melee wins
the honor of opening band for this
year's festival. The Cafe, with its
amazing acoustics, is the scene of
this impending war. The first shot
will fire at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY.·
March 19
Get a job, you lazy piece of
crap. Oh, calm down, some tough
Jove should do you good. You

FOR RENT
3 bedroom apartment near
Oakley Square, large rooms,
private porch. All utilities in·
eluded in rent. $775 per
month. Call 305-5021.
HELP WANTED
Landscape, maintain & install Hyde Park Area Co. Run
by Xavier grads, '84 & '88. Full
& part-time positions. Excellent pay. No experience
needed. We will landscape the
Cintas Center in spring of
2000, planted Cohen Center
last fall. Call Wimberg Land·
scaping for interview, 271 •
2332.
FOR RENT
3 bedroom, 2 bath house
very close to campus. Seconds from Kroger's. Features
hardwood floors, very spa·
cious rooms, dining room,
kitchen, off-street parking, new
appliances. $1100/month. Call
351-2178 x5.
HELP WANTED
Earn $$$ promoting bands
on major labels. No experience
necessary.
Visit
www.'noizepollution.coin or
call Erica at 1·800-996-1816.
HELP WANTED
Resident camp for youth
with diabetes. Work one or two
weeks. Aug. 1-21. General &
specialist paid positions. Call
CODA 1-800-422-7946 or
614-486-7124.

aren't gonna be in schoolforever,
you know. You'll have to join the
real world one of these days. Instead of mooching off of your
mammies and pappies for life, go
to the Diversity Across Careers
Employment Fair from I :30 to 4
p.m. in O'Connor Sports Center.
Have faith, you can be whatever
you ~ant with an XU education.
Except an engineer or a geologist
or an astronomer, Or a journalist.
Sleeping Beauty is the one
where she eats the poison apple
and then her glass coffin turns into
a pump_kin when the last petal falls
off the magic rose, right? I have a
feeling I'm mixing some Disney
metaphors here. If you want to
find out the real story, go to the
Cincinnati Ballet's production of
"The Sleeping Beauty" at Procter
& Gamble Hall. Be sure to get
home before midnight, or else
you'll turn back into a mermaid.
Doesn't some Zen sound really
good right now? Maybe roasted
with a little brown sugar and cinnamon sprinkled on top. Get your
one-hand clapping self to Schott
Room 200 and have Zen for
Lunch from 12:30-1:20p.m. Just
watch out for the tree falling in the
woods on your way over.

free food and a nifty T-shirt in it
for you.
You think you wish there were
more than 24 hours in a day, and
all you have to do is write a 30
page term paper? Ha! You've got
nothin' on the Xavier Players,
.who have perfected an entire play
in one day, complete with costumes and sets. Most impressive.
Even more noteworthy is that the
ticket cost of $1 will be eliminated
if you bring a can of food .. I guess
that's since the Players haven't
eaten in a whole day. Justdon't
bring canned beets or tomato paste
or anything crappy like that.
Come to the theatre at 8 p.m. to
see how bad they screw up.
Who doesn't love a good old
PB & J ·sammitch? You'll be up
to your goiter in 'em tonight at the
Armory for the Peanut Butter and
Jelly Jam. Pay five bones, make a
sandwich for a local shelter, and
listen to an evening of music featuring headliners Ray's Music
Exchange, as well as some homegrown musical treats courtesy of
. Trifecta, Irish wizards Julia's
Feathers and John Whitaker. The
show starts at 7 p.m. and all proceeds benefit victims of Hurricane
Mitch in Nicaragua.

li!l ill il 1M'I
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March 21

You're hungry, and yet you feel
like vacuuming at the same time.
You can do both today at the Hunger Clean-Up sponsored by XU
Action. It's from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and you' II get to do all kinds of
fun things like sweep out your intestines with a push broom. Or
maybe go to soup kitchens or
something. Either way, there's

Janina Fialkowska is quite the
crusader for culturally repressed
peoples everywhere, particularly
Canada. Apparently they don't get
much culture way up there,
"where classical music performances are a rarity." Don't blame
me, it says that right here in her
press statement. It's not my (ault
Canadians aren't sophisticated

classifieds
Classifieds are 25 cents per
word with a $5 minimum. To
plac_e your classified, call the
advertising manager at
745-3561.
HELP WANTED
Summertime/seasonal.
Losantiville Country Club is
seeking employees for our
outdoor snack bar for the following positions: short order
cooks & order takers/proces·
sors. Must be reliable, energetic, professional, have excellent communication skills &
enjoy working with people.
Apply at Losantiville Country
Club, 3097 Losantiville Ave.
Cinti., OH 45213.
HELP WANTED
Sales Reps Needed. ADT/
Shelter Guard Inc. - World's
Largest Security Co. seeks
entry level sales position. Due
to promotions, we are in need
of four sales reps. We will provide all sales training. Weekly
salary, bonuses, health ins., &
401k plan. Call. (513) 6711111, ask for Mr. Miller.

FOR RENT
2 bedroom summer apartments. Long/short-term lease
available. Cross street from
Xavier on Dana. Call 2493877.
HELP WANTED
Landscape, full/part-time
positions available. Benefits.
Immediate openings. Must
have valid driver's license: Call
948-0688 for interview.
FOR RENT
4 bedroom apartment.
Walking distance to Xavier. All
utilities included. Equipped
kitchens. Off-street parking.
Security systems available.
Cable OK. Also, basement
room available at reduced
rates. Call 242-1567.
FOR RENT
2 bedroom apartment.
Long/short-term lease available. Walking distance to
Xavier. Call 249-3877.

HELP WANTED
Early childhood education
teachers. NAEYC accredited
UW. agency looking for energetic, mature professionals f6r
the following ·positions. Fullti me associate teacher minimum qualifications CDA
(benefits and comp. salary)
Part~time assistant teachers
- HS diploma, ·experience.
Part-time school age assistant
teacher - HS diploma, experience. Please. call 961-2696
or fax your resume to 9611160. EOE.
HELP WANTED
Immediate openings for
handyman/painter, full-time/
part-time. Flexible hours. Contact Glen@ 631-9805.
HELP WANTED
Summer Day Camp Director, Powel Crosley, Jr. YMCA.
Agreat summer job for an experienced camp leader! Re·
sponsible for daily operation of
camp for 120 children. Position is full time June 7-Aug. 21.
Part-time hours begin in
March. Previous day ·or resident camp experience a must.
Must be at least 21 years old.
Also taking applications for
counselors. Call 521-7112 or
apply at 9601 Winton Rd.
HELP WANTED
Part-time retail sales &
flexible hours. Picture framing
& sports gallery. Pleasant
Ridge. Call 936-9941.

March 22
Midterms, get yer midterms
here! Ice cold midterms, $1.25
each! Just kidding, really they're
free with your All-Card. I'm just
getting ready for Opening Day.
Never again will a man need to
gallantly inquire, "This guy bothering you?" You can learn to kick
the arse of jerk-faces everywhere
for yourself with Debbie Gardner
at, "The Survive Institute: A Personal Protection Seminar." The
booty whomping lesson begjns at
7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.
Let all the SACers sleep better
at night and buy a ticket to the
Why Store concert. Why? Because they like you. Tickets are a
mere $5 with a student ID and $8
plus a surcharge to satisfy the Man
without one. They're on sale from
11 :30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., then from
4 to 7 p.m. Apparently selling
tickets is pretty draining and a
short break is necessary. Just kidding, SAC!

March 23
Remember those Gap commercials that played around Christmas
time with· all the famous people
singing holiday songs? Remember that one guy playing the piano
with a really annoying voice who
sang, "What Are You Doing New
Year's Eve?" You know how every time he came on you thought,
'Who is this guy and why is he
allowed to be famous?' .Well, his
name is Rufus Wainwright and
he and his critically acclaimed stupid voice are at Bogart's at 8 p.m.
You should go. It'll be fun.
FOR SALE
Washer & dryer, General
Electric Brand, $350, can deliver. Call 631-2092.
HELP WANTED
Lifeguards, coaches, swim
instructors. USA Pools, Inc., is
now hiring in Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,. Nashville,
Atlanta and all surrounding
areas. Top pay at country
clubs, neighborhoods, resorts
& parks. Call today. (502) 2545551 or (888) 357-POOL.
FREE RADIO + $1,250
Fundraiser operi to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or vis\t our website.
Qualified callers receive a free
baby
boom
box.
1-800-932-0528
x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com.
HELP. WANTED
. Prestigious Cincinnati
Country Club is now hiring professional team players for the
following positions: waitstaff,
server assistants, receptionist,
housekeeping. $6-$8.50/hour.
Call Greg, 631-4133. Wed.Sun. 11 ·3 p.m. Employee golf
privileges on Mondays.
FOR RENT
1 bedroom apartment in
Oakley, large closets & rooms.
Secure building; high ceilings,
heat & water inCruded. Call
Andy 305-5021.

